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AB		

-
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-
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-

Automatic Radar Plotting Aid
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-

Certificate of Equivalent Competency

CMA CGM		

-

CMA CGM International Shipping Company PTE Ltd
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-

Certificate of Competency

COLREGS		

		

International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea 1972
(as amended)

CPA		

-

Closest Point of Approach
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-
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-

Electronic Chart Display and Information System

GPS		

-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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m		 -
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-
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MCA		

-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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VHF		

-

Very High Frequency

2/O

-
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TIMES: All times in this report are local (UTC+8) unless otherwise stated.

SYNOPSIS
At 0033 on 19 March 2013, the container vessel CMA CGM Florida and the
bulk carrier Chou Shan collided in the East China Sea resulting in both vessels
sustaining serious damage, and approximately 610 tonnes of heavy fuel oil being
spilled from CMA CGM Florida. There were no injuries. CMA CGM Florida had left
Yang Shan, China, on 18 March and was heading towards Pusan, Korea. Chou
Shan was heading from Qinhuangdao, China, towards the east coast of Australia.
CMA CGM Florida’s Filipino second officer, who was the officer of the watch, altered
course to starboard to pass between a group of fishing vessels on the port bow
and a vessel on a reciprocal course to starboard. This resulted in a risk of collision
with Chou Shan, which was crossing CMA CGM Florida from port to starboard.
Chou Shan’s officer of the watch then used the Very High Frequency (VHF) radio
to request that CMA CGM Florida pass around Chou Shan’s stern. The VHF
radio conversation was conducted in Mandarin by CMA CGM Florida’s Chinese
second officer, who had joined the vessel in Yang Shan and was on the bridge for
familiarisation.
CMA CGM Florida’s Filipino officer of the watch did not understand Mandarin and
was unaware that the Chinese second officer had, tacitly, agreed to Chou Shan’s
request. Both vessels altered course to port, which resulted in a continued risk of
collision with each other. CMA CGM Florida’s Chinese second officer then called
Chou Shan on the VHF radio to request that both vessels pass port-to-port. This
was agreed to by Chou Shan’s officer of the watch. Both vessels then altered course
to starboard, resulting in a collision.
CMA CGM Florida’s second officers and Chou Shan’s officer of the watch
considered that it was appropriate to use VHF radio for collision avoidance, contrary
to industry advice. Furthermore, Chou Shan’s officer of the watch considered that
it was appropriate to use VHF radio for negotiating a passing protocol that was
contrary to Rule 15 of the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea.
CMA CGM Florida’s Filipino officer of the watch lacked situational awareness.
Contributing to this was the Chinese second officer’s incomplete translation of the
VHF radio communications with Chou Shan and the Filipino officer of the watch’s
disproportionate reliance on Automatic Identification System (AIS) target Closest
Point of Approach and Time to Closest Point of Approach information.
CMA CGM International Shipping Company PTE Ltd (CMA CGM) and Sincere
Navigation Corporation have each taken action aimed at preventing a recurrence. A
recommendation has been made to CMA CGM for it to take appropriate measures
to ensure its company shipboard policies and procedures are adhered to and that
its masters recognise the importance of engaging with and motivating crew in the
safe and efficient management of its vessels. Sincere Navigation Corporation has
been recommended to review and amend its safety management system to ensure
that VHF radio is not normally used for collision avoidance and that its masters are
empowered to provide specific metrics in their standing orders as to when they
should be called by the officer of the watch. The International Chamber of Shipping
and the Maritime and Coastguard Agency have been recommended to update their
respective guidance on the use of AIS data for collision avoidance.
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SECTION 1 - FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1

Particulars of CMA CGM Florida, Chou Shan and accident

SHIP PARTICULARS
Vessel’s name

CMA CGM Florida

Chou Shan

Flag

United Kingdom

Panama

Classification society

Bureau Veritas

IMO number/fishing numbers

9348704

American Bureau of
Shipping
9296963

Type

Container vessel

Bulk carrier

Registered owner

Provence Shipowner
2008-1 Limited

Rockwell Shipping
Limited

Manager(s)

Sincere Navigation
Corporation

Construction

CMA CGM International
Shipping Company PTE Ltd
(CMA CGM)
Steel

Keel laid

5 November 2007

1 December 2004

Length overall

294.1m

289.0m

Registered length

Not applicable

Not applicable

Gross tonnage

54,309

91,166

Minimum safe manning

15

14

Authorised cargo

Containers

Bulk cargoes

Port of departure

Yang Shan

Qinhuangdao

Port of arrival

Pusan (intended)

Not specified

Type of voyage

International

International

Cargo information

Containers

Ballast

Manning

24

24

Steel

VOYAGE PARTICULARS
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MARINE CASUALTY INFORMATION
Date and time

19 March 2013 at 0033 (UTC+8)

Type of marine casualty or
incident

Serious Marine Casualty

Location of incident

140 miles east of Shanghai, East China Sea

Place on board

Not applicable

Not applicable

Injuries/fatalities

None

None

Damage/environmental impact

Serious damage
to bow area

Ship operation

Serious damage to port side and
accommodation block, Nos 4 and 5
cargo holds flooded, ~610t fuel oil
lost
On passage

Voyage segment

Mid-water

Mid-water

External & internal
environment

Southerly wind force 4, slight sea state, 4 miles visibility,
dark

Persons on board

24

On passage

24

3

CMA CGM Florida

Chou Shan
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1.2

Background

1.2.1 CMA CGM Florida
CMA CGM Florida was one of 11 vessels serving CMA CGM’s Pacific Express (PEX
3) liner service. This service was a 76-day round trip from Hong Kong, which called
at 13 ports.
Vessels loaded in Hong Kong, three further ports in China, and Pusan, Korea,
before sailing across the Pacific Ocean, transiting the Panama Canal, to various
ports on the east coast of the United States of America. They then returned to Hong
Kong via Vostochny, Russia. Yang Shan was the fourth port in the rotation. At the
time of the accident CMA CGM Florida was on passage from Yang Shan towards
Pusan at a speed of about 23 knots.
1.2.2 Chou Shan
Chou Shan operated on the spot market. When fixed on a charter, the vessel
proceeded directly to the loading port in accordance with the charterer’s
instructions. At the time of the accident, Chou Shan was in ballast, on passage from
Qinhuangdao, China, towards the east coast of Australia at a speed of about 11.5
knots.

1.3

Narrative

1.3.1 Events leading up to the collision
At about 2340 on 18 March 2013, one of CMA CGM Florida’s third officers handed
over the officer of the watch (OOW) duty to the Filipino second officer (2/O). The
able seaman (AB), acting as lookout, changed at the same time. The traffic situation
was discussed during the handover between the officers. However, Chou Shan,
whose radar target was not displayed, did not feature in this discussion (Figure 1).
A Chinese 2/O, who was on board for a period of familiarisation, arrived on the
bridge while the handover between the third officer and the Filipino 2/O was
underway. Not able to understand the conversation between them as it was
conducted in Tagalog, he began to familiarise himself with the bridge paperwork.
After the handover was completed, the Chinese 2/O engaged with the Filipino OOW
and began asking questions in English about the bridge equipment and procedures.
At times, this took the Filipino OOW away from his position at the port radar to
demonstrate equipment operation or the location of documentation.
At 0000 on 19 March 2013, Chou Shan’s third officer handed over the watch to the
2/O. The AB engaged as lookout changed at the same time. During the handover,
the officers discussed two vessels that were ahead, one to port (Monte Pascoal)
and one to starboard (Hong Yun No1). CMA CGM Florida, whose radar target had
just appeared on the edge of the radar display, was not discussed (Figure 2).
At 0000 on CMA CGM Florida, the Global Positioning System (GPS) alarm sounded
to indicate the time. This prompted the Filipino OOW to record and plot the vessel’s
position on the paper chart. Shortly afterwards he looked at the port radar display
and observed a number of vessels in the vicinity.
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Hong Yun No.1

Figure 1: CMA CGM Florida’s port radar display at the time of the handover

Monte Pascoal

Hong Yun No.1
CMA CGM Florida

Figure 2: Chou Shan’s port radar display at the time of the handover
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About 1 minute later, the lookout reported, in Tagalog, to the Filipino OOW that he
could see fishing vessels on the port bow. The Filipino OOW returned to the port
radar and inspected the multiple AIS target list (Figure 3).

Chou Shan

Monte Pascoal
AIS target list

Hong Yun No1

Figure 3: CMA CGM Florida’s port radar display at 0002

Monte Pascoal was ahead and to starboard of CMA CGM Florida at a range of 17½
miles. The vessel was on an approximately reciprocal course with a Closest Point of
Approach (CPA) of more than 2½ miles to starboard.
Hong Yun No1 was also ahead and to starboard of CMA CGM Florida at a range of
9 miles. Hong Yun No1 was steering a similar course to that of CMA CGM Florida
with a CPA of more than 2 miles to starboard.
Chou Shan was ahead and to port of CMA CGM Florida at a range of 14 miles.
Chou Shan was crossing CMA CGM Florida’s track from port to starboard, and had
a CPA of more than 1½ miles ahead.
A group of fishing vessels was on the port side of CMA CGM Florida at a range of 6
miles. The closest fishing vessel to CMA CGM Florida’s bow, Sheyangyu 16316, had
a CPA of 0.1 mile to starboard. There were two other fishing vessels in the group
with a CPA of approximately 0.1 mile.
Chou Shan featured second from the bottom on the multiple AIS target list owing to
its relatively large CPA in comparison to that of the fishing vessels. Hong Yun No1
was at the bottom of the list and Monte Pascoal was not listed.
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At 0002, the Filipino OOW altered CMA CGM Florida’s course by 6 degrees to
starboard to 065º(T) using the autopilot. He also reduced the port radar range scale
to 6 miles, and selected relative vectors.
At 0007, the Filipino OOW altered CMA CGM Florida’s course by a further 5 degrees
to starboard, using the autopilot. He also began talking aloud about the fishing
vessels, remarking that he did not understand why they did not keep clear and kept
changing their course. This was acknowledged, conversationally, by the Chinese
2/O.
The Filipino OOW altered course by 5 degrees to starboard, twice more, to bring
CMA CGM Florida onto a heading of 080º(T). Just before making the final 5-degree
course alteration, Monte Pascoal had appeared at the edge of the port radar display.
Throughout the period of course alterations, the Filipino OOW had been alternating
the radar range scale between 3, 6 and 12 miles, and had been changing between
true and relative vectors/trails.
Becoming concerned about the presence of Monte Pascoal, the Filipino OOW asked
the Chinese 2/O to call the fishing vessels, in Mandarin, to ask them to keep clear.
Using the Very High Frequency (VHF) radio, the Chinese 2/O called Sheyangyu
16316 but did not receive a response to the call.
Chou Shan’s OOW, who was Chinese, manually acquired CMA CGM Florida’s radar
target to obtain Automatic Radar Plotting Aid (ARPA) information, and then activated
the vessel’s AIS target to identify it. At this time CMA CGM Florida’s CPA was less
than ½ mile ahead of Chou Shan.
CMA CGM Florida’s Filipino OOW again remarked that he did not understand why
the fishing vessels did not keep clear, and why “they wanted to lose their lives”. The
Chinese 2/O then made a second VHF radio call to Sheyangyu 16316, stating, in
Mandarin, that they “will lose their life”. This second call was not requested by the
Filipino OOW.
At 0019, Chou Shan’s OOW called CMA CGM Florida using his VHF radio. The call
was answered by the Chinese 2/O and the resulting conversation was conducted in
Mandarin.
The following is a translation of the call and conversation:
Chou Shan:		
				

CMA CGM Florida, CMA CGM Florida. Chou Shan, 		
Chou Shan calling. Over.

CMA CGM Florida:

Who is calling Florida? Speaking please.

Chou Shan:		
This is Chou Shan ship. Could you pass astern of us 		
				please?
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CMA CGM Florida:
				

I have to avoid that small fishing boat first, and I will turn
back after I have avoided it.

Chou Shan:		

Oh, alright. Thank you.

The following conversations then occurred, in English, between the Filipino OOW
and the Chinese 2/O on CMA CGM Florida:
Filipino OOW:		

What does he want?

Chinese 2/O:		

No… this is another vessel… Chou Shan

Filipino OOW:		

Chou Shan… ah

Chinese 2/O:		

Ya… he want we are passing his stern

Filipino OOW:		

Ah ok

Chinese 2/O:		
				

I… I tell him… ah ok… we are passing the fishing boat
and we change the course

Filipino OOW:		
But if you put into the relative they are going to pass 		
				
behind… only these fishing boats… because… they don’t
				care
Chinese 2/O:		

Ha

Filipino OOW: 		

Even if you call them ah

Chinese 2/O:		
				

Ah you can little bit… er turn back your route… just a 		
little bit

Filipino OOW:		

So… very close these fishing boats… I don’t know

Chinese 2/O:		

Oh no they change… they change their course

Filipino OOW:		
				

Ah they are going to change, they reply they are going to
change their course ah

By 0021, CMA CGM Florida was drawing ahead of the fishing vessels and the
Filipino OOW altered CMA CGM Florida’s course 5 degrees to port, to 075º(T).
Chou Shan’s OOW continued to monitor CMA CGM Florida’s radar target, and
commented to the AB that he expected CMA CGM Florida to alter course to port
once clear of the fishing vessels.
At 0026, CMA CGM Florida’s Filipino OOW made a 5-degree alteration of course
to port, to 070º(T). He then remarked aloud that Chou Shan’s CPA was very small.
This prompted the Chinese 2/O to question whether CMA CGM Florida would pass
Chou Shan’s stern. The Filipino OOW stated his expectation that Chou Shan would
pass CMA CGM Florida’s stern, and that both vessels would pass port-to-port.
At the same time, Chou Shan’s OOW altered course from 165º(T) to 160º(T), then to
155º(T).
At 0027, the Filipino OOW on CMA CGM Florida altered course by 5 degrees to port
to 065º(T).
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Shortly after making the course alteration, the Filipino OOW stated aloud that, owing
to the presence of Hong Yun No1 ahead, CMA CGM Florida and Chou Shan should
pass port-to-port. The Chinese 2/O then called Chou Shan, in Mandarin, on the
VHF radio.
Chou Shan was at a range of just under 2 miles, with a CPA of around 0.3 mile
ahead (Figure 4).

Chou Shan

Hong Yun No1
Monte Pascoal

Figure 4: CMA CGM Florida’s port radar display at the time of the second VHF radio call to
Chou Shan

The following is a translation of the call and conversation:
CMA CGM Florida:

Chou Shan, Chou Shan, … (this is)1 Florida.

Chou Shan:		

Received. Speaking please.

CMA CGM Florida:
Ah, Chou Shan, we … shall we pass each other red 		
				to red2 shortly please? On my side, in front of me there is
				
(are) still, still fishing boat(s) so that we are unable 		
				
to pass astern of you, alright?
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1

Words in brackets have been added by the translator to indicate their interpretation of what was meant.

2

Port side to port side.

Chou Shan:		
				
				

Oh? You can pass astern of us. I cannot (agree with what
you have suggested) but I can adjust (my direction) a 		
little bit more to the port side.

CMA CGM Florida:
				
				

Ah, no, that is not possible, not possible. … our captain
wants, wants us to pass each other red to red. Let us 		
pass each other red to red.

Chou Shan:		

Oh, that means (that I have to make) a large-angle turn.

CMA CGM Florida:
				

Yes. Ah, please turn your ship and we turn ours. Let us
pass each other red to red, alright? Many thanks.

Chou Shan:		

Okay, alright.

CMA CGM Florida:

Good, thanks a lot.

Shortly after the VHF radio conversation had finished, Chou Shan’s OOW told the
AB to take the wheel in manual steering, and ordered ‘starboard 20º’. On CMA
CGM Florida, the Chinese 2/O told the Filipino OOW, in English, that Chou Shan
had agreed to a port-to-port passing. He provided no further translation of the
conversation with Chou Shan.
At 0030, concerned that Chou Shan did not appear to be altering course, the
Filipino OOW instructed the AB to alter CMA CGM Florida’s course by 10 degrees to
starboard, to 075º(T), using the autopilot.
As Chou Shan was turning to starboard, the OOW commented to the AB that he
should not have agreed to a port-to-port passing. He then instructed the AB to head
towards CMA CGM Florida. The AB placed the wheel amidships in preparation to
steady the vessel on the required heading, and then suggested ‘hard-a-starboard’ to
the OOW. The OOW agreed and the AB executed the turn at 0031.
CMA CGM Florida’s Chinese 2/O continued to question whether CMA CGM Florida
would pass Chou Shan’s stern. The Filipino OOW repeated his expectation that
Chou Shan would pass CMA CGM Florida’s stern, port-to-port, and that he had just
altered course to assist with this. He also began flashing the daylight signalling lamp
(Aldis lamp), quickly and repeatedly, towards Chou Shan.
The Filipino OOW continued to express his doubt as to whether Chou Shan had
started altering course, and questioned the Chinese 2/O as to whether Chou Shan
expected a port-to-port passing. The Chinese 2/O said “yes”, but suggested that it
may be better for CMA CGM Florida to pass Chou Shan’s stern.
At 0031, the Filipino OOW instructed the AB to take the wheel and ordered
‘hard-a-port’. Shortly afterwards, he ordered ‘steady’ and then ‘hard-a-starboard’.
As both vessels continued to close each other, the Filipino OOW continued to flash
the daylight signalling lamp before calling the master about 18 seconds before the
collision. The Filipino OOW reported to the master that CMA CGM Florida was very
close to another vessel (Figures 5 and 6). Chou Shan’s master was not called prior
to the collision.
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Hong Yun No1

Chou Shan

Monte Pascoal

Figure 5: CMA CGM Florida’s port radar display immediately prior to the collision

Hong Yun No1
CMA CGM Florida
Monte Pascoal

Figure 6: Chou Shan’s port radar display immediately prior to the collision
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1.3.2 Collision
At 0033, Chou Shan’s bow hit CMA CGM Florida’s port side. Chou Shan had
approached on a heading about 40 degrees from CMA CGM Florida’s fore and
aft line, and struck in the vicinity of No.5 cargo hold immediately forward of the
accommodation block.
1.3.3 CMA CGM Florida - immediate post-collision actions
The general alarm was sounded on CMA CGM Florida as the master stepped
through the bridge doorway. He asked the Filipino OOW what had happened,
ordered the main engine to be stopped, observed Chou Shan astern, and asked for
the collision checklist.
The chief engineer proceeded to his muster station in the engine control room, and
then went into the engine room to inspect for damage. He reported to the bridge that
the engine room was free of damage. However, he was concerned that the levels in
the engine room port low sulphur fuel oil (LSFO) tank, and No.5 upper high sulphur
fuel oil (HSFO) tank had dropped, and so went to the main deck to investigate.
Meanwhile, the master told the chief officer to use the vessel’s heeling system to
correct the list that had developed. All other crew members proceeded to their
muster station. However, no report of who was present was made to the bridge.
Later, one of the third officers was instructed to go to the bridge and help to maintain
a contemporaneous log of events.
Recalling the vessel’s departure condition, the master ordered that No.6 ballast tank
be pumped out to reduce the stresses on the hull. At about the same time, the chief
engineer was attempting to transfer oil from what he now believed to be breached
fuel oil tanks. This was largely unsuccessful as the valve control station, situated
in the port underdeck passage, was destroyed in the collision. The master then
ordered no further ballast transfers until the vessel’s stability had been verified.
The master then called CMA CGM’s emergency telephone number to report the
accident. He then contacted Chou Shan using the VHF radio. Previous calls from
Chou Shan had not been answered.
At about 0100, all crew were accounted for, and a systematic inspection of the
vessel began to establish the extent of damage. Individual crew members were
ordered to carry out inspections of particular areas, according to the master’s
instructions. Contact had now been made with the Bureau Veritas damage stability
assessment service, and it was making an assessment of the vessel’s condition.
By 0310, a full inspection of the vessel had been completed, and all tanks had been
sounded. Being concerned about the extent of the damage sustained, the master
instructed all crew members, except the chief engineer, chief officer and one of the
third officers, to muster in the crew mess room with lifejackets and immersion suits.
At 0644, a telephone call was made by CMA CGM to the Maritime Rescue
Co-ordination Centre (MRCC) Falmouth to report the accident. This report was
forwarded by MRCC Falmouth to MRCC Shanghai.
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1.3.4 Post-collision events
Following the collision, Chou Shan’s crew were mustered and an inspection of the
vessel’s forward part carried out. Significant damage was reported, however it was
found to be limited to the area forward of the collision bulkhead. Chou Shan’s master
reported the accident to the vessel’s manager and regular soundings of appropriate
spaces continued overnight.
Chou Shan proceeded to dry dock during the afternoon of 19 March. Due to the
resulting oil pollution caused by ruptured fuel oil tanks, CMA CGM Florida was
required to await inspection before any repair arrangements could be made.
A salvage vessel was contracted and officials from China Maritime Safety
Administration boarded CMA CGM Florida to carry out an inspection. On 21 March,
the vessel was anchored 80 miles off Shanghai so that the damaged tanks could be
cleaned prior to allowing the vessel to proceed into port.
CMA CGM Florida received clearance to proceed towards Yang Shan on 26 March,
and berthed alongside on 27 March. After a naval architect was consulted, most of
the containers were discharged from the vessel, and the vessel then proceeded to
dry dock for repairs.

1.4

Damage and pollution

1.4.1 CMA CGM Florida
CMA CGM Florida suffered extensive damage to the port side (Figures 7 and 8).
Damage was focused in the vicinity of No.5 cargo hold and the outboard No.5 upper
HSFO tank, which were holed above and below the waterline. No.4 cargo hold and
the engine room LSFO tank adjacent to No.5 cargo hold were also breached.
Above the main deck, the accommodation block was damaged over five decks, and
the port lifeboat was seriously damaged, rendering it unusable. Five pontoon-type
hatch covers were damaged and 263 containers were damaged or lost overboard.
No.s 4 and 5 cargo holds flooded as a result of the collision. Breach of the engine
room LSFO tank and No.5 upper HSFO tank resulted in the loss of around 610t of
fuel oil.
There were no injuries and the resulting oil pollution was contained and cleaned up
with minimal environmental impact.
1.4.2 Chou Shan
Chou Shan sustained serious damage to its bow, limited to the area forward of the
collision bulkhead (Figures 9 and 10). The full force of the impact was concentrated
on its port side due to the angle of approach with CMA CGM Florida.
The fore peak tank was opened to the sea. No other compartments were breached
as a result of the collision. Considerable shell plate and frame damage occurred to
the bow area. The port anchor and hawse pipe were destroyed.
There were no injuries and no oil pollution resulting from Chou Shan’s damage.
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Figure 7: CMA CGM Florida’s port side

Figure 8: Close-up on CMA CGM Florida’s damaged port side
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Figure 9: Chou Shan’s bow under repair

Figure 10: Chou Shan’s bow under repair

1.5

Environmental conditions
At the time of the accident, the wind was southerly force 4, and the sea state was
slight with a low swell. It was dark with haze. There were various reports regarding
the range of visibility, the lowest being 4 miles.

1.6

Manning and watchkeeping

1.6.1 CMA CGM Florida
Overview
CMA CGM Florida had a safe manning document3 requiring a minimum of 15 crew
members. At the time of the accident there were 24 crew members on board. This
total included two trainees and two officers undergoing familiarisation.
The senior officers (i.e. master, chief officer, chief engineer and second engineer)
were Romanian nationals. Junior officers and ratings were predominantly from the
Philippines.
The working language on CMA CGM Florida was English.
Key personnel
• Master
The master was 38 years old. He held a STCW4 II/2 Master Unlimited
Certificate of Competency (CoC), which had been issued in 2008 by the
Government of Romania. He had also been issued an appropriate Certificate
of Equivalent Competency (CEC) by the United Kingdom’s (UK) Maritime and
Coastguard Agency (MCA).
He had worked at sea for 15 years, having joined CMA CGM in 1998. In 2008,
he was promoted to master and served successive contracts on different
vessels within the fleet.
The master had joined CMA CGM Florida for the first time on 3 February 2013
on a normal 4-month contract. Since joining, he had not discussed with the
deck officers any detailed requirements with regard to bridge watchkeeping.
• Filipino 2/O
The Filipino 2/O was 50 years old. He held an STCW II/1 OOW Unlimited
Certificate, which had been issued by the Government of the Republic of
the Philippines in 2004. He had also been issued an appropriate CEC by the
MCA.
He graduated with a degree in marine transportation in 1982 and, after
completing his deck apprenticeship in 1984, worked ashore. From 1991 he
worked at sea on refrigerated cargo vessels and tankers as an AB.
3

Document issued by a vessel’s Flag State detailing the minimum number of crew, and their qualifications,
required to be on board to operate the vessel safely.

4

International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers
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In 1999, he sailed as third officer, for the first time, on refrigerated cargo
vessels. He then completed a number of contracts on various vessels before
joining CMA CGM as third officer in 2008, and was promoted to second officer
in March 2011.
The Filipino 2/O had joined CMA CGM Florida in September 2012 for a normal
6-month contract following 6 months’ leave. He was due to go home on leave
when the vessel arrived in Pusan the next day.
• Chinese 2/O
The Chinese 2/O was 30 years old. He held an STCW II/1 OOW Unlimited
Certificate, which had been issued by the Government of the People’s
Republic of China in 2009. As this was his first contract on a UK-flagged
vessel, he had been issued with a certified receipt of application for a CEC.
This allowed him to sail in the capacity of 2/O on CMA CGM Florida while his
application was being processed.
He had worked at sea since 2006. Although this was his first contract with
CMA CGM, he had completed three previous contracts as a 2/O on container
vessels of a similar size to that of CMA CGM Florida.
The Chinese 2/O had joined CMA CGM Florida in Yang Shan on 18 March
2013 following 16 months’ leave.
Bridge watchkeeping routine
CMA CGM Florida was operating a traditional watchkeeping pattern with three
officers working 4 hours on duty followed by 8 hours rest.
As the vessel was carrying an additional third officer, the master and chief officer did
not routinely keep navigational watches. The Filipino 2/O kept the 0000-0400 and
1200-1600 watches.
Pusan’s time zone was 1 hour ahead of that of Yang Shan. On the night of the
accident, the watches were reduced by 20 minutes to share the hour lost due to
advancing clocks. Therefore, the Filipino 2/O was scheduled to start his watch at
2340.
Hours of rest
Records for hours of rest indicated that CMA CGM Florida’s master and two 2/Os
had received the required minimum hours of rest 5 in the period leading up to the
accident.
Familiarisation
The Chinese 2/O had joined CMA CGM Florida in Yang Shan so that he could
receive a handover from the outgoing Filipino 2/O. The purpose of this handover
period was to familiarise himself with the duties and responsibilities of the 2/O on
board CMA CGM Florida, and with the vessel’s layout and fittings, including its
bridge navigation equipment.
5
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Minimum hours of rest are set out in The UK Merchant Shipping (Hours of Work) Regulations 2002.

On joining, he had been met by a third officer, who checked his certification. He then
had a brief discussion with the chief officer before being paired with the Filipino 2/O.
The two 2/Os spent the 1200-1600 watch together supervising cargo operations and
then securing the vessel for sea.
After taking dinner together, the two 2/Os parted company with the Filipino 2/O
going to rest. The Chinese 2/O went to the bridge to see the navigation equipment
in daylight. However, as the vessel was under pilotage at that time, outbound from
Yang Shan, he changed his mind and, after introducing himself to the master, went
to his cabin to rest.
1.6.2 Chou Shan
Overview
Chou Shan’s safe manning document required a minimum of 14 crew. At the time of
the accident there were 24 crew members on board, which included two cadets.
The master was Taiwanese. The majority of the other officers and crew were
Chinese nationals.
The working language on Chou Shan was Mandarin.
Key personnel
• Master
The master had worked for Sincere Navigation Corporation for 11 years, 6
years as master.
This was his second contract on Chou Shan and he had been on board for 6
months.
• Second officer
The 2/O was a 26-year-old Chinese national who held an STCW II/1 OOW
unlimited Certificate issued by the Government of the People’s Republic of
China in 2012.
He first went to sea in 2008 with Sincere Navigation Corporation and, apart
from his time training, had completed 18 months as third officer and one
previous contract as a 2/O prior to joining Chou Shan.
This was his first trip on Chou Shan, which he had joined on 26 October 2012.
Watchkeeping routine
Chou Shan was operating the same watchkeeping pattern as CMA CGM Florida,
with three officers, including the chief officer, working 4 hours on duty followed by 8
hours rest.
The 2/O kept the 0000-0400 and 1200-1600 watches.
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1.7

Bridge equipment

1.7.1

CMA CGM Florida
CMA CGM Florida was fitted with a Sperry VisionMaster FT series integrated
navigation system. The system had four independent workstations, which could be
configured as either a radar, chart radar, electronic chart display and information
system or a display showing conning information (Figures 11 and 12).
At the time of the accident, the Filipino OOW was working at the port workstation,
which had been configured as a radar display. The display had been set up to show
the picture from the X-band scanner.
The port workstation had previously been configured by the third officer so that
information from the X-band radar was presented in the 12-mile range scale, with
true vectors and ground stabilisation, and selected the display offset to give a
greater range ahead than astern.
The display of target information could be provided from either activated AIS targets
or acquired radar targets. When the third officer handed over the watch to the
Filipino 2/O, the port radar was in ‘AIS priority’6, and it remained in this mode until
the time of the collision.
Shortly after the watch handover, the Filipino OOW changed the presentation mode
for target information to a multiple target list (Figure 13). This list displayed a target
number, CPA and Time to Closest Point of Approach (TCPA) for a maximum of
eight targets. As the target information was based on activated AIS targets, a green
triangle was displayed to the left of the target number.
When the ‘CPA’ or ‘Range’ tabs were selected, CPA and TCPA were sorted in
descending order in terms of increasing CPA or range respectively.
All AIS targets were displayed initially as ‘sleeping targets’, which were then
activated either manually or automatically. On CMA CGM Florida, targets were
predominantly activated automatically on infringement of manually set CPA and
TCPA limits.

1.7.2 Chou Shan
Chou Shan was fitted with stand-alone equipment, which was mostly supplied by
Japan Radio Company Limited (JRC). Two radar displays were located to port of the
steering stand. The port display, showing an X-band radar picture, was being used
by the OOW (Figures 14 and 15).
The port radar display was configured to display the picture in relative motion, offset,
ground-stabilised, and predominantly on the 12-miles range scale with true vectors.
All AIS targets were displayed. However, target information was that obtained from
radar targets.

6
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When in AIS priority, target information, including CPA and TCPA, is that received by the AIS.

Figure 11: CMA CGM Florida’s bridge centre console viewed from the steering stand

Figure 12: CMA CGM Florida’s bridge centre console, port side workstation area
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Figure 13: Sperry Visionmaster FT multiple target list

Figure 14: Chou Shan’s bridge viewed from the port side
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Figure 15: Chou Shan’s port X-band radar

1.8

Company instructions and master’s standing orders

1.8.1 CMA CGM Florida
Safety Management System (SMS)
CMA CGM’s SMS specified the master’s responsibilities. It stated that the master
was:
“Responsible for motivating the crew in the observation and strict compliance of
the ‘Safety Management System’.”
The SMS included the following instructions in respect of master’s standing and
special orders, and provided general guidance as to what the standing orders should
include:
“The Officers of the watch need to clearly know the behaviour that the master
expects from them when he entrusts them with the responsibility of handling the
ship.” [sic]
“By his standing and special orders, the Master will therefore give clear and
unambiguous written instructions and directives.” [sic]
With regard to navigational watchkeeping, the SMS included the following
instructions:
“A proper look-out shall be maintained at all times by both the AB and the officer
on watch. It consists of (but is not limited to):
• Maintaining a continuous vigilance by sighting and hearing. All other
available means must be used as well, such as radar, radar EBL7, ARPA,
AIS, Gyro compass repeater, etc…
7

Electronic Bearing Line
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• Full appraising of the situation and the risk of collision, stranding and other
dangers to navigation…” [sic]
“The Officer in charge of the navigational watch shall notify the Master
immediately and record in the log book that he called the Master, at what time
and when Master is on the bridge:
• ...If the traffic conditions or the movements of other ships are causing
concern, when entering a traffic separation scheme…” [sic]
The SMS contained a schedule for emergency drills, and stated:
“To be effective, these exercises should be as close as possible to real
conditions.”
A checklist was included for use following a collision.
Other than in the master’s standing orders, no reference was made in the SMS
with regard to the use of VHF radio for collision avoidance. However, in its internal
publication “Maritime SSE Events Feed-back nº01/2009”, CMA CGM included
feedback on a previous collision. In its analysis of the event, it stated the following
deviation:
“VHF was used to avoid collision. The use of VHF in this case is not
recommended.”
Master’s standing orders
CMA CGM Florida’s master had produced a set of standing orders, including the
following:
“The Officer of the Watch shall notify the Master immediately under the following
circumstances:
• …if the traffic conditions, or the movements of other vessels, are causing
concern…”
“VHF is not to be used for personal communication. The Officer of the Watch
should be aware of the dangers of using VHF in collision avoidance. Only if
positively identified on the AIS or visually, they may be called directly by name.”
[sic]
“The Officer of the Watch shall take frequent and accurate compass bearings
of approaching vessels, to ascertain if risk of collision exists. This should be in
addition to ARPA plotting. Early and positive action should be taken to avoid
collision or a close-quarters situation. Such action should be in compliance with
the Collision Regulations, and should be monitored subsequently to ensure that
it is having the desired effect.”
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Three additional documents containing bridge instructions were located on CMA
CGM Florida’s bridge:
• The deck logbook contained a generic set of instructions to watchkeeping
officers and a list of situations during which the master should be called.
These were pre-printed in the front of the book.
• The bridge ‘order book with standing orders’ contained similar guidance to
that contained in the deck logbook, which was also pre-printed in the front
of the book.
• Posted on the bridge bulkhead was a set of ‘bridge instructions’ published
by The Swedish Club. These also contained general guidance for
watchkeeping and a list of circumstances when the master should be called.
1.8.2 Chou Shan
Safety Management System
Sincere Navigation Corporation’s SMS designated responsibility for navigation and
shipboard operations to the master, and required compliance with national and
international regulations, including the COLREGS.
General guidance was provided for bridge watchkeeping, navigation and watch
handovers. In particular, the SMS included the following instructions:
“The officer on watch should notify the Master immediately under the following
circumstances:
• …when traffic conditions or movements of other vessels cause concern…”
“When navigating in high density traffic areas or confined area (defined as “an
area where the presence of more than two ships makes it difficult to maintain the
original course of the ship, and this condition occurs continuously, a channel of
less than 2 miles in width, and insufficient Under Keel Clearance”)
....the officer on watch should:
• VHF to be used to communicate with vessel in the vicinity to avoid
misunderstanding…” [sic]
Master’s standing orders
Chou Shan’s master’s standing orders included the following:
“The OOW should call the Master immediately…
• …if traffic conditions or the movements of other ships are causing
concern…”
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1.9

Regulations and guidance

1.9.1 International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea
The International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, as amended,
(COLREGS) that are referred to in this report, are reproduced in Annex A.
1.9.2 International Chamber of Shipping’s Bridge Procedures Guide
The following extracts from the Bridge Procedures Guide (Fourth Edition 2007)
published by the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) are referred to in this
report:
“Safe navigation is the most fundamental attribute of good seamanship, and is
clearly vital to the protection of safety of life at sea. However, an increasingly
sophisticated range of navigational aids – most recently supplemented by
the introduction of Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) – now complement
the core skills of navigating officers which have developed over the previous
centuries.
This increased sophistication brings its own dangers and a need for additional
precautionary measures against undue reliance on technology. Experience
continues to demonstrate that properly formulated bridge procedures and, most
importantly, the development of bridge teamwork are critical to maintaining a
safe navigational watch.”
“VHF radio should not be used for collision avoidance purposes. Valuable time
can be wasted attempting to make contact since positive identification may be
difficult and, once contact has been made, misunderstandings may arise.”
1.9.3 Marine Guidance Note 324 (M+F)
The MCA’s Marine Guidance Note (MGN) 324 (M+F) is entitled “Radio: Operational
Guidance on the Use of VHF Radio and Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) at
Sea”. The MGN is reproduced in Annex B.
1.9.4 International Maritime Organization Resolution MSC.192(79)
International Maritime Organization (IMO) Resolution MSC.192(79) contains revised
international performance standards for radar equipment. The following extracts are
referred to in this report:
“The integration and display of AIS information should be provided to
complement radar.”
“The target information may be provided by the radar target tracking function and
by the reported target information for the Automatic Identification System (AIS).”
“If the target data from AIS and radar tracking are both available and if the
association criteria (eg position, motion) are fulfilled such that the AIS and radar
information are considered as one physical target, then as a default condition,
the activated AIS target symbol and the alphanumeric AIS target data should be
automatically selected and displayed.”
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1.10

Voyage data recorder recovery and data

1.10.1 CMA CGM Florida
Good quality video and audio records were successfully retrieved from CMA CGM
Florida’s Sperry Voyage Data Recorder (VDR). All required sensor inputs were in
place and had recorded correctly.
1.10.2 Chou Shan
Chou Shan’s JRC VDR data was downloaded about 48 hours after the accident
by a technician. Despite having all the required sensor inputs in place, exactly 1
minute of audio data was found absent from all voice sensors. The missing minute
of audio data coincided with Chou Shan’s OOW’s request for CMA CGM Florida to
pass astern of Chou Shan. Fortunately, the VHF radio conversation at this time was
recorded fully on CMA CGM Florida’s VDR. The reason why this data was lost has
not been established.

1.11

Similar accidents   

1.11.1 Recent MAIB investigations
Spring Bok/Gas Arctic (MAIB report No 24/2012)
On 24 March 2012, the Netherlands-registered cargo vessel Spring Bok collided
with the Maltese-registered liquefied petroleum gas tanker Gas Arctic. The collision
occurred in less than 2 miles visibility, 6 miles south of Dungeness while the vessels
were proceeding in the same direction in the south-west lane of the Dover Strait
Traffic Separation Scheme. There were no injuries or pollution, but both vessels
suffered structural damage.
The MAIB investigation concluded that, despite each vessel detecting and
identifying the other by radar and AIS, neither OOW made a full appraisal of the risk
of collision, nor took the action required by the COLREGS to prevent the collision.
Scottish Viking/Homeland (MAIB Report No 4/2010)
On 5 August 2010, the Italian-registered Ro-Ro passenger ferry Scottish Viking
collided with the fishing vessel Homeland about 4 miles off St Abbs Head, UK. As a
result of the collision, the fishing vessel sank and one of her crew was lost.
The MAIB investigation concluded that Scottish Viking’s OOW did not: determine
at an early stage if there was a risk of collision with Homeland; sufficiently monitor
or plot Homeland’s track; and, once a risk of collision was deemed to exist, take
sufficient action to avoid a collision.
1.11.2 Request to the Marine Accident Investigators’ International Forum (MAIIF)
As part of its investigation, the MAIB requested MAIIF members for information on
marine casualties or incidents featuring the following:
1.

Lack of foresight and substantial early action to avoid a developing congested
traffic situation.
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2.

Significant reliance on AIS information to determine risk of collision solely in
terms of CPA.

3.

Use of VHF radio communication to negotiate action to avoid collision.

4.

Agreement to take avoiding action in conflict with action required by the
COLREGS.

Table 1 below summarises the responses received from MAIIF members. The MAIB
received a total of seven responses from MAIIF members, referring to eight marine
casualties or incidents featuring one or more of the specified safety issues.
Safety issue

Number of marine casualties
or incidents

Lack of foresight and substantial early
action to avoid a developing congested
traffic situation.

5

Significant reliance on AIS information to
determine risk of collision solely in terms of
CPA.

0

Use of VHF radio communication to
negotiate action to avoid collision.

5

Agreement to take action in conflict with
action required by the COLREGS.

0

Table 1: Summary of responses received from MAIIF members
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SECTION 2 - ANALYSIS
2.1

Aim
The purpose of the analysis is to determine the contributory causes and
circumstances of the accident as a basis for making recommendations to prevent
similar accidents occurring in the future.

2.2

Fatigue
There is no evidence that any of the crew involved in the accident were suffering
from fatigue. Therefore, fatigue is not considered to be a contributing factor to this
accident.

2.3

Overview
CMA CGM Florida’s OOW, the Filipino 2/O, initially altered course to pass between
the fishing vessels and Monte Pascoal, which resulted in a risk of collision with Chou
Shan. Chou Shan’s OOW used the VHF radio to call CMA CGM Florida to request
it to pass around the stern of Chou Shan. The Chinese 2/O on CMA CGM Florida,
who was undergoing familiarisation, had tacitly agreed to this course of action.
Both CMA CGM Florida and Chou Shan altered course to port following the VHF
radio agreement, which resulted in a continued risk of collision with each other.
CMA CGM Florida’s Chinese 2/O then called Chou Shan on the VHF radio to
request that both vessels pass port-to-port. This was agreed to by Chou Shan’s
OOW. Both Chou Shan and CMA CGM Florida altered course to starboard, but
these measures were insufficient and taken too late to prevent collision.

2.4

Action by CMA CGM Florida’s Filipino OOW

2.4.1 Situational assessment at 0002
At 0002, the Filipino OOW made the following assessments of the risk of collision
with vessels in the vicinity of CMA CGM Florida and his obligations under the
COLREGS. The assessments were primarily based on the radar-displayed AIS
target CPA information and his general overview of the displayed radar targets.
Three merchant vessels and one group of fishing vessels featured in these
assessments.
The Filipino OOW correctly interpreted that, in accordance with Rule 13 of the
COLREGS, CMA CGM Florida was overtaking Hong Yun No1 and was required to
keep out of her way.
The Filipino OOW also correctly interpreted that there was a risk of collision with
the fishing vessels, and these became the focus of his attention. It is unclear what
navigation lights the fishing vessels were exhibiting. Regardless of whether they
were those of vessels engaged in fishing or power-driven vessels underway, the
Filipino OOW correctly interpreted that CMA CGM Florida had an obligation to keep
out of the way under Rule 13 of the COLREGS.
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2.4.2 Action to avoid fishing vessels
The Filipino OOW’s initial starboard course alteration of only 5 degrees, followed
by three further 5-degree starboard course alterations, was inappropriate in that
they would not have been readily apparent to other vessels, contrary to Rule 8(b).
Furthermore, the initial 5-degree alteration of course did not constitute substantial
action, contrary to Rule 16.
The Filipino OOW’s decision to alter course in 5-degree steps resulted from a lack
of situational awareness in that he had not determined the course and speed of the
fishing vessels and so could not assess what course alteration would be necessary
for CMA CGM Florida to pass safely ahead of them. Instead of using ARPA to
ascertain radar target compass bearing, course and speed, and to conduct a radar
target trial manoeuvre, he continued predominantly to use the multiple AIS target list
from which he was able to ascertain AIS target CPA and TCPA only. Consequently,
in an attempt to restrict the overall course alteration to a minimum and not wishing
to impede the passage of Monte Pascoal, he conducted a series of small reactive
course alterations rather than a single and substantial proactive one.
The Filipino OOW’s initial course alteration to starboard coincided with his reducing
the port radar display range scale to 6 miles, on which it predominantly remained.
This meant that only the radar targets of the fishing vessels and Hong Yun No1 were
displayed. Chou Shan featured second from bottom on the multiple AIS target list
as fishing vessels with smaller CPAs featuring at the top of the list. Monte Pascoal’s
radar target appeared on the display following the third 5-degree course alteration.
Therefore, in making the final 5-degree course alteration, the Filipino OOW would
have been aware that CMA CGM Florida was now showing a port aspect to Monte
Pascoal.
Precautionary thought (ie the ability to analyse the effect of an intended manoeuvre)
is an important skill that every OOW should have and reflects the requirements
of Rule 2(a). Instead of deciding to make an initial course alteration of 5 degrees
to starboard, the Filipino OOW could have made a far greater starboard course
alteration, taking CMA CGM Florida well clear of the bottleneck that was developing
ahead.
Before taking action to avoid the vessels posing the most immediate risk of collision,
it would have been appropriate for the Filipino OOW to assess the movements of
vessels at greater range to ensure that by resolving one risk of collision he was not
creating another.
2.4.3 VHF radio communications
After altering course for the fishing vessels, interpreting that a risk of collision with
them still existed but not wanting to alter course further to starboard, the Filipino
OOW asked the Chinese 2/O to call the fishing vessels on VHF radio and request
that they keep clear of CMA CGM Florida.
He asked the Chinese 2/O to do this because he believed there would be a better
chance of a positive outcome from the VHF radio call if it was made in Mandarin,
which he assessed to be the likely first language of the fishing vessel crews.
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Both 2/Os considered that it was appropriate to use the VHF radio in collision
avoidance situations having identified the names of the vessels concerned using the
AIS.
This request had three consequences. The first was that it made the Chinese 2/O
an active member of the bridge team. Secondly, it effectively announced to other
vessels in the vicinity that a Mandarin-speaking watchkeeper was on CMA CGM
Florida’s bridge, and thirdly, it indicated that there was a willingness to negotiate
passing protocols for collision avoidance. Specifically, it was hearing the VHF radio
call transmitted in Mandarin that prompted Chou Shan’s OOW to call CMA CGM
Florida.
As the VHF radio call took place in Mandarin, the Filipino OOW was not aware of
its content and he relied on the Chinese 2/O’s feedback to him in English. He was
still focused on the fishing vessels and Monte Pascoal, initially thinking that the VHF
radio call had, in fact, come from Monte Pascoal.
The fact that Chou Shan had requested CMA CGM Florida to pass astern was
correctly conveyed. However, the fact that a tacit agreement had been made by the
Chinese 2/O was not passed on to the Filipino OOW.
When the Filipino OOW checked the relative vector of Chou Shan’s radar target,
it showed the vessel passing astern of CMA CGM Florida. His assessment
of the situation was that if a risk of collision existed, Chou Shan would be the
give-way vessel and would avoid passing ahead in accordance with Rule 15 of the
COLREGS. He therefore dismissed Chou Shan’s request for CMA CGM Florida to
pass astern of Chou Shan as being inappropriate.
However, being unaware that the Chinese 2/O had tacitly agreed to the course
of action, he made no attempt to reply to Chou Shan’s request. This left the
watchkeeping officers on both vessels with different expectations about what the
other vessel would do.
When CMA CGM Florida’s Chinese 2/O later called Chou Shan in Mandarin and
agreed a port-to-port passing, he omitted to inform the Filipino OOW in English that
he had also agreed that CMA CGM Florida would alter course to starboard to assist
the passing. He also omitted to say that this agreement had been made in response
to Chou Shan’s OOW’s concern over the large turn that his vessel would have to
make. These omissions again left the Filipino OOW with an erroneous expectation
as to what the other vessel would do.
2.4.4 Traffic situation and course alteration after passing the fishing vessels
By 0021:
• CMA CGM Florida was drawing ahead of the fishing vessels.
• Monte Pascoal was on the starboard bow of CMA CGM Florida at a range of
6 miles and with a CPA of 2.4 miles to starboard.
• Hong Yun No1 was ahead and to port of CMA CGM Florida at a range of 4
miles with a CPA of 1.1 miles to port.
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• Chou Shan was ahead and to port of CMA CGM Florida at a range of 4½
miles with a CPA of 0.2 mile astern.
As an overtaking vessel, CMA CGM Florida still had an obligation to keep out of
the way of Hong Yun No1. A risk of collision now existed with respect to Chou Shan
and, as a stand-on vessel in a crossing situation, CMA CGM Florida was required
to maintain its course and speed in accordance with Rule 17(a)(i) of the COLREGS.
There was no requirement for the Filipino OOW to take any action with respect to
Monte Pascoal.
The Filipino OOW’s primary concern was to open up sufficient sea room with Monte
Pascoal so as not to impede its passage. Although aware of the presence of Chou
Shan, he was comfortable in his assessment that Chou Shan’s OOW would take
avoiding action in the event of risk of collision.
The Filipino OOW then made three 5-degree course alterations to port. This action
had the desired effect of increasing Monte Pascoal’s CPA and reducing CMA CGM
Florida’s deviation from the planned track. However, it was contrary to Rules 17(a)
(i) and (c), did not remove the risk of collision with Chou Shan, and reinforced in the
mind of Chou Shan’s OOW that CMA CGM Florida would alter course around his
vessel’s stern, as he had earlier requested.
2.4.5 Action to avoid Chou Shan
At 0026, with CMA CGM Florida on a heading of 070º(T), Chou Shan was ahead
and to port at a range of 2.9 miles and with a CPA of 0.2 mile ahead. The Filipino
OOW’s attention was now focused on Chou Shan and he stated his concern over
that vessel’s small CPA to the Chinese 2/O. Despite the Chinese 2/O then conveying
his expectation that CMA CGM Florida would pass around Chou Shan’s stern, the
Filipino OOW remained resolved in his opinion that Chou Shan should pass around
CMA CGM Florida’s stern. At 0027, the Filipino OOW altered CMA CGM Florida’s
course to port by a further 5 degrees and stated aloud to the Chinese 2/O that the
vessels should pass port-to-port.
Although initially required to maintain course and speed in accordance with Rule
17(a)(i) of the COLREGS, the Filipino OOW had an option of taking avoiding action
himself, in accordance with Rule 17(a)(ii), as soon as he considered that Chou Shan
was not taking appropriate avoiding action. As Monte Pascoal was now drawing
clear, appropriate precautionary actions would have been for the Filipino OOW to
have sounded at least five short and rapid blasts on the whistle supplemented by
a light signal of at least five short and rapid flashes, in accordance with Rule 34(d),
and to have then altered course to starboard. However, although concerned, the
Filipino OOW was not yet in doubt that Chou Shan would take appropriate action.
Chou Shan was under 2 miles away on the port bow, steering a course at right
angles to that of CMA CGM Florida. The Filipino OOW lacked situational awareness
in that he underestimated the time it would take for Chou Shan to complete its turn
so as to pass port-to-port with CMA CGM Florida. This was because he lacked an
appreciation of Chou Shan’s likely rate of turn and/or how large a turn Chou Shan
would have to make, given its relative bearing, range and heading at the start of the
turn. A number of factors potentially contributed to his lack of appreciation:
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• The Filipino OOW may not have appreciated the significance of the aspect
presented by the navigation lights of Chou Shan.
• In the period leading up to this point, Chou Shan's displayed radar target
vector and trail were predominantly relative.
• Use of the multiple AIS target list meant that Chou Shan's course and speed
information was not displayed.
• Although Chou Shan’s OOW had indicated to CMA CGM Florida’s Chinese
2/O that he was concerned over the large turn he would have to make, this
information had not been passed to the Filipino OOW.
At 0030, seeing no apparent change to Chou Shan’s visual aspect or CPA, the
Filipino OOW began to doubt that Chou Shan was taking appropriate avoiding
action. He decided to alter CMA CGM Florida’s course by 10 degrees to starboard
and to repeatedly flash the daylight signalling lamp in the direction of Chou Shan.
Although this action was in the spirit of Rules 17(a)(ii) and 34(d), the success of
Chou Shan’s manoeuvre now required a significant alteration of course by CMA
CGM Florida in accordance with Rule 17(b). This occurred about 1 minute later,
when the Filipino OOW ordered ‘hard-a-starboard’ and then called the master.
However, his avoiding action was too late to prevent the collision.

2.5

Action by CMA CGM Florida’s Chinese 2/O
The Chinese 2/O was on the bridge to receive a handover from the Filipino OOW
and to familiarise himself with the bridge equipment. Neither officer had received
any guidance as to how the handover and familiarisation should be conducted
during the watch. Therefore, when they arrived on the bridge, each had individual
expectations and priorities.
The Chinese 2/O realised that this would be his main opportunity to learn about the
bridge equipment before taking on the duty of OOW at sea, and he was, therefore,
focused on his familiarisation. The Filipino OOW’s focus was on safely discharging
his duties as OOW.
The Chinese 2/O did not have a defined role within the bridge team. However, he
was willing to temporarily join the bridge team to assist as required before reverting
back to his familiarisation role.
When he was asked by the Filipino OOW to call the fishing vessels on the VHF
radio, he readily accepted the task believing his ability to communicate externally,
in the local language, to be helpful in the circumstances. Use of the VHF radio for
collision avoidance was common practice in his experience.
By accepting this task, the Chinese 2/O had assumed an external communicator
role within the bridge team. As the Filipino OOW did not understand Mandarin, the
success of this role relied heavily on accurate transmission of the Filipino OOW’s
intentions, with correct and comprehensive translation of any received responses.
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Not otherwise engaged with the conduct of the watch, the Chinese 2/O was not
fully aware of the navigational situational or the potential risks to CMA CGM Florida
posed by other vessels in the vicinity. Therefore, when the two officers began
discussing the fishing vessel movements after the first VHF radio call, he was
unable to provide any informed opinion on the navigational situation.
The second VHF radio call was not requested by the Filipino OOW. The Chinese
2/O autonomously transmitted the call, again in Mandarin, in his assumed role
as external communicator, believing this to be helpful to the Filipino OOW. By not
questioning the content of the VHF radio call or the Chinese 2/O’s autonomous
action, the Filipino OOW effectively gave tacit approval for the Chinese 2/O to
continue to act in this way.
Therefore, when Chou Shan’s OOW called on the VHF radio, the Chinese 2/O
autonomously responded. Having answered the call, he was now drawn into a
VHF radio conversation with Chou Shan’s OOW, in Mandarin, during which he, in
effect, agreed that CMA CGM Florida would alter course to pass Chou Shan’s stern,
without first consulting the Filipino OOW or fully translating the conversation into
English for him.
At this time, the Chinese 2/O had noticed that CMA CGM Florida was south of her
intended track, and assumed that the Filipino OOW would alter CMA CGM Florida’s
course to port to regain the planned track after passing clear of the fishing vessels.
When the Chinese 2/O translated the VHF radio conversation to the Filipino OOW,
he did not convey that he had tacitly agreed that CMA CGM Florida would pass
astern of Chou Shan. Instead, he urged the Filipino OOW to alter CMA CGM
Florida’s course to port. He also tried to convince him that the fishing vessels would
change their course, the validity of which was challenged by the Filipino OOW.
This challenge caused the Chinese 2/O to make a further unanswered VHF radio
call to Sheyangyu 16316, asking the fishing vessel’s skipper to alter course. The
Chinese 2/O then reverted to familiarising himself with the navigation equipment
and he neither questioned the Filipino OOW’s understanding of what he had agreed
nor monitored the situation with Chou Shan. He did not consider these tasks to be
necessary as they were not his responsibility.
However, the Chinese 2/O demonstrated a continued willingness to offer his opinion
when the Filipino OOW voiced his concern regarding Chou Shan’s small CPA. This
re-opened their earlier, unresolved conversation, and he again suggested that CMA
CGM Florida should pass Chou Shan’s stern.
The Chinese 2/O’s expectation was in direct conflict with the Filipino OOW’s
interpretation and intention with regard to Chou Shan. This was a confusing
situation, which almost certainly contributed to the Filipino OOW’s delay in asserting
his requirement that CMA CGM Florida and Chou Shan should pass port-to-port.
Again, this challenge caused the Chinese 2/O to revert to his external communicator
role, and he then called Chou Shan on the VHF radio to request a port-to-port
passing.
During the VHF radio conversation, Chou Shan’s OOW expressed concern over his
vessel’s ability to make a large enough turn to enable a port-to-port passing. Tasked
with getting agreement, and possibly fearing loss of face, CMA CGM Florida’s
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Chinese 2/O leveraged his national cultural power-distance hierarchy8 by stating
that his “captain” wanted the two vessels to pass in this way. This influenced Chou
Shan’s OOW to re-negotiate, and then to agree to the port-to-port passing following
the Chinese 2/O’s stated intention for CMA CGM Florida to also alter course.
After the VHF radio conversation, the Chinese 2/O informed the Filipino OOW that
Chou Shan had agreed to pass port-to-port, but not that he had stated that CMA
CGM Florida also would alter course.
Having obtained the agreement, the Chinese 2/O again adopted a passive role
within the bridge team. However, he considered that CMA CGM Florida could still
pass astern of Chou Shan, and offered this opinion to the Filipino OOW in the
short time leading up to the collision. This would have added further confusion to
the situation and was inappropriate given that the Chinese 2/O was fully aware
that Chou Shan would be turning to starboard. Any turn to port at this time had the
potential to take CMA CGM Florida across the path of Chou Shan, contrary to Rule
17(c) of the COLREGS, and would have been highly dangerous.
Summary
By inviting the Chinese 2/O to communicate in Mandarin on VHF radio on his
behalf, the Filipino OOW unnecessarily put himself in the position of having to deal
with the consequences of the Chinese 2/O’s VHF radio conversations, which he
did not understand and was unable to control. He was now reliant on the Chinese
2/O accurately transmitting his intentions, and translating his received responses
correctly and comprehensively into English.
The Chinese 2/O did not convey fully to the Filipino OOW the content and outcome
of his VHF radio communications with Chou Shan’s OOW. Whether or not the two
individuals had direct interpersonal conflicts is unclear. However, they were both
hampered in their attempts to communicate by having to converse in a second
language. Current research suggests that culturally, the Chinese 2/O, although of
equivalent rank to that of the Filipino OOW, is likely to have been respectful of the
Filipino OOW’s age, experience and authority as the OOW8. Research has also
identified industry concerns about the compatibility of Chinese and Filipino nationals
on board some vessels9.

2.6

Actions by Chou Shan’s OOW

2.6.1 Initial action to avoid collision with CMA CGM Florida
By 0019, CMA CGM Florida had altered course to 080º(T), resulting in a risk of
collision with Chou Shan. Having previously heard the VHF radio call from CMA
CGM Florida to Sheyangyu 16316, and then having identified CMA CGM Florida’s
radar target by AIS and having obtained full radar target information for her, the
OOW called CMA CGM Florida on VHF radio and requested that the vessel pass
astern of Chou Shan.
8

Referred to in “Effects of national culture on human failures in container shipping: The moderating role of
Confucian dynamism” (reproduced in Annex C), Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, 4.1, 4.2 and 5.1

9

"The Impact of Multicultural and Multilingual Crews on Maritime Communication" - The MARCOM Project
(1999). Pages 69-70 of this report provide details of a questionnaire provided to a number of shipping
companies in 1996. Responses from a number of these companies to a question 'if the respondents felt that, in
their experience, there were mixes of nationalities that were not compatible on ships', placed at number one on
the list, Chinese and Filipino incompatibility.
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Chou Shan was a give-way vessel in a crossing situation and was required to avoid
crossing ahead of CMA CGM Florida in accordance with Rule 15 of the COLREGS.
However, on hearing the VHF radio call transmitted in Mandarin from CMA CGM
Florida, Chou Shan’s OOW was alerted to the fact that a Mandarin-speaking
watchkeeper was on her bridge and that there was an opportunity to negotiate a
passing protocol for the crossing vessels.
In the absence of evidence from which to conclude an alternative explanation, a
VHF radio call to CMA CGM Florida to request the vessel to pass astern of Chou
Shan, albeit contrary to Rule 15 of the COLREGS, presented the OOW with a
convenient solution to the risk of collision that dispensed with the need for Chou
Shan to take avoiding action.
The OOW interpreted CMA CGM Florida’s subsequent course alterations to port
on clearing ahead of the fishing vessels as action in accordance with the agreed
manoeuvre. Despite the resulting minimal CPA, no agreement had been made as
to when and by how much CMA CGM Florida would alter course and so the OOW
had no reason to doubt that things were going to plan. However, by 0026, he had
become concerned that CMA CGM Florida was not taking sufficient action to safely
pass astern and altered Chou Shan’s course by 10 degrees to port. This had the
effect of increasing CMA CGM Florida’s TCPA. At that point, it would also have been
appropriate for the OOW to have indicated his concern to CMA CGM Florida by
sounding at least five short and rapid blasts on the whistle supplemented by a light
signal of at least five short and rapid flashes.
2.6.2 CMA CGM Florida’s request to pass port-to-port
When he received the request for a port-to-port passing from CMA CGM Florida,
the OOW initially challenged it, demonstrating that he was aware how difficult it
would be for Chou Shan to make a turn to starboard at that stage to leave CMA
CGM Florida clear on Chou Shan’s port side.
The statement received on VHF radio that CMA CGM Florida’s master required a
port-to-port passing clearly had an effect on the OOW’s decision-making. This was
probably due, at least in part, to the high power-distance heirarchy of his national
culture and the consequent level of respect he would ordinarily give to a master. His
concerns about the proposed manoevre were further allayed by the stated intention
that CMA CGM Florida would also alter course. The result was that, despite his
reservations, he agreed to a port-to-port passing.
Having allowed Chou Shan to approach within 2 miles of CMA CGM Florida,
becoming concerned about that vessel’s inaction following the initial course
alterations to port, and now faced with this request for a port-to-port passing about
which he was clearly in doubt, the OOW should by now have called the master. His
reason for not doing so at any time prior to the collision has not been established
from the available evidence.
Sincere Navigation Corporation’s SMS and Chou Shan’s master’s standing orders
required an OOW to notify the master when traffic conditions or movements of
other vessels caused concern. This presumed that the OOWs and the master had
a mutual understanding of the circumstances in which the OOWs would become
sufficiently concerned to warrant their calling the master.
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2.7

Actions by CMA CGM Florida’s master

2.7.1 Management style
CMA CGM Florida’s master did not meet new officers on joining his vessel, and,
as permitted by the SMS, he delegated the company’s requirement to verify
officers’ certification to one of the third officers. He believed that international
and national regulations, company requirements and master’s standing orders
on the bridge negated any need for him to discuss any detailed requirements for
watchkeeping. His rationale was that officers had open access to the necessary
information required to safely carry out their navigational watch, and could refer to it
if necessary.
When new officers joined the vessel, they relied on the outgoing officer to explain
their understanding of the master’s expectations. In the absence of unambiguous
guidance in the master’s standing orders, this understanding was, effectively, what
the outgoing officer had interpreted to be behaviour that was acceptable to the
master. As individual competence, personal standards and cultural background can
vary widely, there would have inevitably been different interpretations of what was
acceptable.
CMA CGM required the master to produce clear and unambiguous standing and
special orders to watchkeeping officers, and provided general guidance as to what
the standing orders should include. This empowered masters to give instructions
relating to their own specific requirements for watchkeeping.
The master had produced a set of standing orders. However, they lacked specific
metrics, particularly on when the master expected to be called. For example, with
regard to traffic conditions and movements, they relied on the OOW becoming
concerned before the master was required to be called. Similar to the situation
on board Chou Shan, this presumed that the OOW and the master had a shared
understanding of the circumstances in which the OOW would become sufficiently
concerned to warrant their calling the master.
The standing orders also failed to provide unambiguous instructions on the use of
VHF radio, stating:
“VHF is not to be used for personal communication. The officer of the watch should
be aware of the dangers of using VHF in collision avoidance. Only if positively
identified on the AIS or visually, they may be called directly by name.” [sic].
The above order could be interpreted to mean that if another vessel has been
identified, the VHF radio may be used for collision avoidance.
No instructions were provided to officers regarding the master’s expectations
with respect to radar operating mode and AIS integration. CMA CGM’s SMS
required radar and AIS to be used to maintain a proper lookout, but provided only a
description of the different functions available to the operator.
The potential for further confusion existed through the presence of three other
documents containing bridge instructions and an SMS procedure, all of which listed
requirements for calling the master. None of these instructions contained specific
metrics, and each had variations as to what was required.
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Ultimately, the master’s approach to inducting, coaching and monitoring his officers
was insufficient. His relaxed management style would potentially have been
confusing to his officers, particularly those of Chinese and Filipino nationalities10,
who would have expected, and required, specific instructions and guidance from
the master. The unquestioning acceptance of a hierarchical structure by these two
nationalities meant that the individuals concerned would likely have been positively
influenced by strong leadership and direction, and negatively influenced by their
absence.
In the absence of detailed instructions and a role model to follow, the two second
officers could draw only on individual principles. In this case, this meant that use of
VHF radio and AIS for collision avoidance was acceptable, and the point at which
the master was to be called relied solely on the OOW’s perception of risk.
2.7.2 Post-collision actions
CMA CGM Florida’s master arrived on the bridge very quickly after the collision
and immediately took charge of the situation. The general alarm having already
been sounded, he ordered the main engine to be stopped. These actions were in
accordance with the SMS collision checklist, which he initially referred to but then
dismissed. In not following the collision checklist, a number of important actions
were either delayed or not taken. This resulted in a period of about 27 minutes
before the crew were accounted for, the movement of ballast and other fluids before
a damage assessment had been completed, and a distress or urgency message not
being transmitted.
The SMS schedule of emergency drills required a collision drill to be conducted
once per year. The SMS required emergency drills to be as realistic as possible.
However, most drills conducted on board consisted of instruction or video-based
training, and did not provide for a practical simulation of actions required by the
muster list and the relevant emergency checklist.
The master had no confidence in the value of following the collision checklist and,
instead, responded instinctively based on his experience and training. Had realistic
drills been conducted on board, it is likely that he would have practised using the
checklist and would have gained a better understanding of its value.
The master had had little opportunity to assess his crew’s ability to respond to
emergency situations in general. Therefore, in this unfamiliar situation he opted to
engage primarily with the chief officer and chief engineer, and the few other crew
members on board whose abilities he trusted and with whom he could readily
interact. Instead of the crew following a preplanned response to the emergency,
the master devised and orchestrated a plan of action that required his greater
participation and undertaking of multiple tasks, which, in the stressful situation,
caused him to become quickly overloaded.
Although in this case the above shortcomings did not adversely affect the
consequences of the collision, a similar delay or absence of actions could have very
serious consequences in different circumstances.

Referred to in “Effects of national culture on human failures in container shipping: The moderating role of
Confucian dynamism” (reproduced in Annex C), Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, 4.1, 4.2 and 5.1
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2.8

Use of VHF radio for collision avoidance
Following each of the two VHF radio communications between CMA CGM Florida
and Chou Shan, the Filipino OOW and Chou Shan’s OOW were left with different
expectations.  A significant contributing factor to this misunderstanding was that the
communication was conducted in a language which the Filipino OOW was unable to
understand.
CMA CGM Florida’s two 2/Os and Chou Shan’s OOW considered that it was
appropriate to use VHF radio for collision avoidance. The latter also considered that
it was appropriate to use it for negotiating a manoeuvre that was contrary to Rule 15
of the COLREGS.
The ICS’s Bridge Procedures Guide recommends against using VHF radio for
collision avoidance and warns that, even where vessels have identified each other,
misunderstandings may still arise. This warning is reflected in the MCA’s MGN
324 (M+F), which further advises that even when VHF radio is resorted to, the
COLREGS should be complied with.
In an internal feedback publication, CMA CGM had previously indicated that use
of VHF radio to avoid collision was not recommended. However, its SMS provided
no specific instructions regarding the use of VHF radio for collision avoidance and
made no mention of this in its general guidance as to what the master’s standing
orders should include. This left the management company’s expectations on the
use of VHF radio for collision avoidance open to interpretation by its masters. CMA
CGM Florida’s master’s standing orders were ambiguous and did not fully reflect the
above recommended practice.
The instructions provided in Sincere Navigation Corporation’s SMS were in direct
conflict with the guidance contained in the ICS’s Bridge Procedure Guide.
The use of VHF radio for collision avoidance was unnecessary, was contrary to
internationally recognised best practice, and was a significant contributing factor to
the collision.

2.9

Use of AIS and radar for collision avoidance

2.9.1 CMA CGM Florida
CMA CGM Florida’s Filipino OOW lacked situational awareness. Consequently,
he altered his vessel’s course in 5-degree steps to avoid the fishing vessels
being overtaken, and gave no consideration to making a larger, more strategic
alteration of course to starboard at an early stage to avoid vessels further ahead.
A contributing factor to his lack of situational awareness was his use of AIS and
radar for collision avoidance. His risk of collision assessments were primarily based
on the radar-displayed AIS target CPA information and his general overview of the
displayed radar targets.
The Filipino OOW used AIS priority and the multiple AIS target list, which displayed
CPA and TCPA in ascending order either of CPA or range. This encouraged him to
focus on those vessels with the smallest CPA or range at the expense of maintaining
a more strategic overview of the traffic situation.
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Use of the multiple AIS target list was in the spirit of Rule 7(b) of the COLREGS for
determining risk of collision. However, it did not provide additional information that
would otherwise be available through radar plotting, such as radar target compass
bearing, and the course and speed of other vessels. It also detracted from using
long-range scanning to obtain early warning of risk of collision.
CMA CGM’s SMS required AIS and radar to be used for the purpose of fully
appraising the navigational situation and the risk of collision. Additionally, CMA CGM
Florida’s master’s standing orders required the OOW to ascertain risk of collision by
compass bearings in addition to ARPA plotting.
The SMS did not refer to, or reflect the guidance contained in MGN 324 (M+F) with
respect to the use of AIS for collision avoidance. Although the master’s standing
orders to some extent reflected best practice for ascertaining risk of collision, no
instructions were provided as to the manner and extent to which AIS should be
used.
2.9.2 Guidance
The ICS’s Bridge Procedures Guide warns that increasingly sophisticated
navigational aids, now including AIS, bring their own dangers, and that there is
a need for properly formulated bridge procedures to counter undue reliance on
technology.
The MCA’s MGN 324 (M+F) states that there is no provision in the COLREGS for
the use of AIS information and therefore recommends that decisions should be
taken primarily on visual and/or radar information.
MGN 324 (M+F) includes extracts from IMO Resolution A.917(22), as amended
by Resolution A.956(23), with regard to AIS operation on board ship. The extract
pertaining to the use of AIS in collision avoidance states that the potential of AIS as
an anti-collision device is recognised and it may be recommended as such a device
in due time. Meanwhile, it warns that AIS is an additional source of navigational
information and does not replace, but supports, navigational systems such as radar
target tracking.
MGN 324 (M+F) also includes an extract from the MCA’s guidance on implementing
the International Convention on the Safety of Life at Sea’s safety of navigation
requirements. The guidance states that until the optimum display modes have been
fully evaluated and decided upon internationally, AIS will comprise stand-alone units
without integration to other displays.
AIS was fully integrated into the radars fitted on board CMA CGM Florida. MGN 324
(M+F) therefore no longer reflects the current situation and provides no guidance on
the use of AIS-integrated radar displays.
IMO Resolution MSC.192(79) contains revised international performance standards
for radar equipment, which states that the integration and display of AIS information
should be provided to complement radar. It further states that target information
may be provided by the radar target tracking function and by the reported target
information from the AIS, and that, as a default condition, AIS target data should be
automatically selected and displayed.
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The Filipino OOW’s use of AIS and radar was not in accordance with current UK
national guidance. However, since the introduction of AIS-integrated radar displays
and revised performance standards for radar, such guidance is now in need of
revision.
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SECTION 3 - CONCLUSIONS
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3.1

Safety issues directly contributing to the accident that
have been addressed or resulted in recommendations

1.

CMA CGM Florida’s Filipino OOW lacked situational awareness and precautionary
thought. [2.4.2, 2.4.3, 2.4.4, 2.4.5, 2.5, 2.9.1]

2.

CMA CGM Florida’s two 2/Os and Chou Shan’s OOW considered that it was
appropriate to use VHF radio for collision avoidance, contrary to the advice provided
in ICS’s Bridge Procedures Guide and the MCA’s MGN 324 (M+F). [2.4.3, 2.5, 2.6.1,
2.8]

3.

CMA CGM Florida’s Chinese 2/O acted autonomously in his role of external
communicator, and did not fully translate his VHF radio conversations into English
for the Filipino OOW. [2.5]

4.

Chou Shan’s OOW considered that it was appropriate to use VHF radio for
negotiating a passing protocol that was contrary to Rule 15 of the COLREGS. [2.6.1,
2.8]

5.

CMA CGM Florida’s and Chou Shan’s master’s standing orders presumed that the
OOW and the master had a shared understanding of the circumstances in which
the OOW would become sufficiently concerned to warrant their calling the master.
[2.6.2, 2.7.1]

6.

CMA CGM Florida’s master’s standing orders lacked specific metrics, provided
ambiguous instructions on the use of VHF radio for collision avoidance, and
contained no instructions with respect to radar operating mode and AIS integration.
[2.7.1, 2.8, 2.9.1]

7.

CMA CGM’s SMS provided no specific instructions regarding the use of VHF radio
for collision avoidance and made no mention of this in its general guidance as to
what the master’s standing orders should include. [2.8]

8.

Sincere Navigation Corporation’s SMS conflicted with the advice provided in ICS’s
Bridge Procedures Guide relating to the use of VHF radio for collision avoidance.
[2.8]

3.2

Other safety issues directly contributing to the accident

1.

Whether or not the two individuals had direct interpersonal conflicts is unclear,
however, they were both hampered in their attempts to communicate by having
to converse in a second language. Current research suggests that culturally the
Chinese 2/O is likely to have been respectful of the Filipino 2/O's age, experience
and authority as OOW. Other research has also identified concerns over the
compatibility of the two nationalities. [2.5]

2.

Chou Shan’s OOW was probably influenced by the high power-distance hierarchy
of his national culture in agreeing to a manoeuvre about which he had concerns.
[2.6.2]

3.3

Safety issues not directly contributing to the
accident that have been addressed or resulted in
recommendations

1.

On CMA CGM Florida, three documents containing bridge instructions and an SMS
procedure all contained variations on requirements for calling the master, leading to
potential confusion. [2.7.1]

2.

The potential existed for CMA CGM Florida’s officers, particularly those of Chinese
and Filipino nationalities, to have been negatively influenced by the master’s relaxed
management style. [2.7.1]

3.

CMA CGM Florida’s master’s confidence in the value of following the collision
checklist would have been enhanced had he been more familiar with it. [2.7.2]

4.

Most emergency drills conducted on CMA CGM Florida did not provide for a
practical simulation of actions required by the muster list and the relevant emergency
checklist, contrary to CMA CGM’s SMS requirement for emergency drills to be as
realistic as possible. [2.7.2]

5.

In using AIS priority and the multiple AIS target list on the port radar, CMA CGM
Florida’s Filipino OOW was encouraged to focus on those vessels with the smallest
CPA or range at the expense of maintaining a more strategic overview of the traffic
situation. [2.9.1]

6.

The MCA’s MGN 324 (M+F) no longer reflects the equipment currently fitted to
vessels and is in need of revision to include guidance on the use of AIS-integrated
radar displays. [2.9.2]
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SECTION 4 - action taken
CMA CGM International Shipping Company PTE Ltd has:
1.

Informed the company’s fleet of the accident, highlighting contravention of the
COLREGS and VHF radio use for collision avoidance.

2.

Completed a review of the company’s SMS documentation and has made numerous
changes and enhancements to its documents and procedures. The updated
system will be re-launched as the company ‘Safety, Security and Environmental
Management System’ (SSEMS) on 1 May 201411.

3.

Formulated the following amendments to its company navigation, watchkeeping and
recruitment procedures:
• Introduced a two stage deck officer skills training programme. Stage 1
includes COLREGS testing, passage planning and simulator training which is
completed by all new officers on joining the company. All existing officers are
required to complete this training prior to boarding their next vessel. Stage 2
requires the master to observe and validate the officers’ skills at key stages
following an officer joining the vessel, and is further intended to assist masters
with monitoring and improving officer performance.
• Introduced sea trainers to carry out OOW training (including training in
company procedures and COLREGS) on board ship and to carry out
appraisals of its officers while at sea.
• Introduced a new procedure that states its requirements for minimum safe
passing distances, manoeuvring limits and provides for a default ‘calling the
master limit’ that is required to be included by its masters in their standing
orders.
• Provided warning to its masters and officers regarding the danger of VHF
radio use for collision avoidance, and highlighted that misunderstanding may
arise. Furthermore it has required that any VHF radio communication utilises
English Standard Marine Communication Phrases (SMCP).
• Highlighted the limitations of AIS, provided guidance to masters and deck
officers regarding radar settings, and required that AIS information is not used
for collision avoidance.
• Revised its guidance regarding watch handovers, detailing specific items
which must be discussed, including traffic situations.

11
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Although the new SSEMS will be launched on 1 May 2014, the MAIB acknowledges that all amendments as
listed at 3 are now in force, and have been fully implemented.

Sincere Navigation Corporation has:
1.

Highlighted its watchkeeping standard requirements to its recruitment agencies.

2.

Carried out an internal safety investigation into the circumstances of the accident
and provided a circular to its fleet, outlining the following requirements (summarised
and extracted):
• It is paramount important all collision avoiding actions must be in conformance
with COLREG. VHF communication is only a kind of consensus between two
ships and should not violate any regulations of COLREG. [sic]
• Before taking avoiding action, watchkeepers shall use all available means
such as VHF radio, ARPA, radar, AIS and visual observation to determine
appropriate action... If circumstances permit, the give-way vessel must take
the avoiding action before 6 miles, and the stand-on vessel must take the
avoiding action before 3 miles.
• The watchkeeper is to call the master if in any doubt and to sound five or
more short blasts on the whistle/flashes by signal lamp.
• Watchkeepers are to be familiar with the vessel’s characteristics and the
operation of all navigational equipment on board… including use of guard
zones and trial manoeuvres as necessary.
• Specific guidance on action to be taken in restricted visibility, highlighting the
absence of stand-on/give-way vessels in such conditions.
• Rules 5 – 10, 34 and 15 – 17 of the COLREGS for vessels in sight of each
other and approaching so as to involve a risk of collision.
• A minimum CPA of 1 mile is required when radar is being used to ascertain
risk of collision.
• Masters are to take every opportunity to carry out practical training on
collision avoidance with watchkeepers.
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SECTION 5 - Recommendations
CMA CGM International Shipping Company PTE Ltd is recommended to:
2014/114

Take appropriate measures to ensure:
1.

Its company shipboard policies and procedures are adhered to.

2.

Its masters recognise the importance of engaging with and motivating
crew in the safe and efficient management of its vessels.

Sincere Navigation Corporation is recommended to:
2014/115
		

Review and amend its SMS requirements and verification procedures as
necessary to ensure that:
1.

OOWs recognise the dangers of using VHF radio for collision
avoidance and that it should not normally be used for that purpose, in
accordance with the advice provided in the ICS’s Bridge Procedures
Guide.

2.

Its masters are empowered to provide in their standing orders their
own specific metrics as to when they should be called by the OOW.

The International Chamber of Shipping is recommended to:
2014/116
		
		

Update its Bridge Procedures Guide to highlight the danger of limiting overall
situational awareness through over-reliance on radar functions that focus on
and prioritise AIS target CPA and TCPA.

The Maritime and Coastguard Agency is recommended to:
2014/117

Update Appendix IV of MGN 324 (M+F) to:
1.

Acknowledge the growing trend of integrating AIS data with radar
systems.

2.

Acknowledge the increased availability and use of radar functions that
focus on and prioritise targets for collision avoidance on the basis of
AIS target CPA and TCPA rather than radar target tracking information.

3.

Warn of the danger of limiting situational awareness through overreliance on radar functions that focus on and prioritise AIS target CPA
and TCPA.

Safety recommendations shall in no case create a presumption of blame or liability
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Annex A

Extracts from the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea

Rule 2
Responsibility

(a)

Nothing in these Rules shall exonerate any vessel, or the owner, master or crew thereof, from the
consequences of any neglect to comply with these Rules or of the neglect of any precaution which
may be required by the ordinary practice of seamen, or by the special circumstances of the case.

(b)

In construing and complying with these Rules due regard shall be had to all dangers of navigation
and collision and to any special circumstances, including the limitations of the vessels involved,
which may make a departure from these Rules necessary to avoid immediate danger.

Rule 8

Action to avoid collision

(a}

Any action taken to avoid collision shall be taken in accordance with the Rules of this Part and
shall, if the circumstances of the case admit, be positive, made in ample time and with due regard to
the observance of good seamanship.

(b)

Any alteration of course and/or speed to avoid collision shall, if the circumstances of the case admit,
be large enough to be readily apparent to another vessel observing visually or by radar; a succession
of small alterations of course and/or speed should be avoided.

(c)

If there is sufficient sea-room, alteration of course alone may be the most effective action to avoid a
dose-quarters situation provided that it is made in good time, is substantial and does not result in
another dose-quarters situation.

(d)

Action taken to avoid collision with another vessel shall be such as to result in passing at a safe
distance. The effectiveness of the action shall be carefully checked until the other vessel is finally
past and clear.

(e)

If necessary to avoid collision or allow more time to assess the situation, a vessel shall slacken her
speed or take all way off by stopping or reversing her means of propulsion.

(f)

(i)

A vessel which, by any of these Rules, is required not to impede the passage or safe
passage of another vessel shall, when required by the circumstances of the case, take early
action to allow sufficient sea-room for the safe passage of the other vessel.

(ii)

A vessel required not to impede the passage or safe passage of another vessel is not
relieved of this obligation if approaching the other vessel so as to involve risk of collision
and shall, when taking action, have full regard to the action which may be required by the
Rules of this Part.

(iii)

A vessel the passage of which is not to be impeded remains fully obliged to comply with the
Rules of this Part when the two vessels are approaching one another so as to involve risk of
collision.

Rule 13
Overtaking

(a)

Notwithstanding anything contained in the Rules of Part B, Sections I and II, any vessel
overtaking any other shall keep out of the way of the vessel being overtaken.

(b)

A vessel shall be deemed to be overtaking when coming up with another vessel from a direction
more than 22.5 degrees abaft her beam, that is, in such a position with reference to the vessel she is
overtaking, that at night she would be able to see only the stern light of that vessel but neither of
her sidelights.

(c)

When a vessel is in any doubt as to whether she is overtaking another, she shall assume that this is
the case and act accordingly.

(d)

Any subsequent alteration of the bearing between the two vessels shall not make the overtaking
vessel a crossing vessel within the meaning of these Rules or relieve her of the duty of keeping
clear of the overtaken vessel until she is finally past and clear.

Rule 15
Crossing situation

When two power-driven vessels are crossing so as to involve risk of collision, the vessel which has the
other on her own starboard side shall keep out of the way and shall, if the circumstances of the case admit,
avoid crossing ahead of the other vessel.

Rule 16
Action by give-way vessel

Every vessel which is directed to keep out of the way of another vessel shall, so far as possible, take early and
substantial action to keep well clear.

Rule 17
Action by stand-on vessel

(a)

(b)

(i)

Where one of two vessels is to keep out of the way the other shall keep her course and
speed.

(ii)

The latter vessel may however take action to avoid collision by her manoeuvre alone, as
soon as it becomes apparent to her that the vessel required to keep out of the way is not
taking appropriate action in compliance with these Rules.

When, from any cause, the vessel required to keep her course and speed finds herself so close that
collision cannot be avoided by the action of the give-way vessel alone, she shall take such action as
will best aid to avoid collision.

(c)

A power-driven vessel which takes action in a crossing situation in accordance with
sub-paragraph (a)(ii) of this Rule to avoid collision with another power-driven vessel shall, if the
circumstances of the case admit, not alter course to port for a vessel on her own port side.

(d)

This Rule does not relieve the give-way vessel of her obligation to keep out of the way.

Rule 34
Manoeuvring and warning signals

(a)

When vessels are in sight of one another, a power-driven vessel underway, when manoeuvring
as authorized or required by these Rules, shall indicate that manoeuvre by the following
signals on her whistle:
- one short blast to mean "I am altering my course to starboard";
-two short blasts to mean "I am altering my course to port";
- three short blasts to mean "I am operating astern propulsion".

(b)

Any vessel may supplement the whistle signals prescribed in paragraph (a) of this Rule by
light signals, repeated as appropriate, whilst the manoeuvre is being carried out:
(i)
these light signals shall have the following
significance-one flash to mean "I am altering my course to
starboard";
- two flashes to mean "I am altering my course to port";
- three flashes to mean "I am operating astern propulsion";

(c)

(ii)

the duration of each flash shall be about one second, the interval between flashes shall be
about one second, and the interval between successive signals shall be not less than ten
seconds;

(iii)

the light used for this signal shall, if fitted, be an all-round white light, visible at a
minimum range of 5 miles, and shall comply with the provisions of Annex I to these
Regulations.

When in sight of one another in a narrow channel or fairway:
(i)

a vessel intending to overtake another shall in compliance with Rule 9(e)(i) indicate her
intention by the following signals on her whistle:

- two prolonged blasts followed by one short blast to mean "I intend to overtake you on your
starboard side";
- two prolonged blasts followed by two short blasts to mean "I intend to overtake you on your
port side".
(ii)

the vessel about to be overtaken when acting in accordance with Rule 9(e)(i) shall indicate
her agreement by the following signal on her whistle:

- one prolonged, one short, one prolonged and one short blast, in that order.
(d)

When vessels in sight of one another are approaching each other and from any cause either vessel
fails to understand the intentions or actions of the other, or is in doubt whether sufficient action is

being taken by the other to avoid collision, the vessel in doubt shall immediately indicate such
doubt by giving at least five short and rapid blasts on the whistle. Such signal may be
supplemented by a light signal of at least five short and rapid flashes.
(e)

A vessel nearing a bend or an area of a channel or fairway where other vessels may be obscured by
an intervening obstruction shall sound one prolonged blast. Such signal shall be answered with a
prolonged blast by any approaching vessel that may be within hearing around the bend or
behind the intervening obstruction.

(f)

If whistles are fitted on a vessel at a distance apart of more than 100 metres, one whistle only shall be
used for giving manoeuvring and warning signals.
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MGN 324(M+F) - Radio: Operational Guidance on the Use of VHF Radio and Automatic
Identification Systems (AIS) at Sea

MARINE GUIDANCE NOTE

MGN 324 (M+F)
Radio: Operational Guidance on the Use Of VHF
Radio and Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) at
Sea
Notice to all Owners, Masters, Officers and Pilots of Merchant Ships, Owners and
Skippers of Fishing Vessels and Owners of Yachts and Pleasure Craft.
This notice replaces Marine Guidance Notes MGN 22, 167 & 277

Summary
Given the continuing number of casualties where the misuse of VHF radio has been
established as a contributory factor it has been decided to re-issue the MCA Operational
Guidance Notes on the use of VHF Radio. It has also been decided to include operational
guidance notes for AIS equipment on board ship formerly contained in Marine Guidance
Notice 277.
Key Points
x The use of marine VHF equipment must be in accordance with the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) Radio Regulations.
x Although the use of VHF radio may be justified on occasion as a collision avoidance
aid, the provisions of the Collision Regulations should remain uppermost
x There is no provision in the Collision Regulations for the use of AIS information
therefore decisions should be taken based primarily on visual and/or radar
information.
x IMO Guidelines on VHF Communication Techniques are given in Appendix I
x Typical VHF ranges and a Table of Transmitting frequencies in the Band 156 - 174
MHz for Stations in the Maritime Mobile Service is shown at Appendix II
x IMO Guidelines for the Onboard Operational Use of Shipborne Automatic Identification
Systems (AIS) is shown in Appendix III
x MCA Guidance on the use of AIS in Navigation together with a list of MCA AIS base
stations is shown in Appendix IV.
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1. The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) has noted with concern the widespread
misuse of VHF channels at sea especially the distress, safety and calling Channels 16 (156.8
MHz) and 70 (156.525 MHz), and channels used for port operations, ship movement services
and reporting systems. Although VHF at sea makes an important contribution to navigation
safety, its misuse causes serious interference and, in itself, becomes a danger to safety at
sea. IMO has asked Member Governments to ensure that VHF channels are used correctly.
2.
All users of marine VHF on United Kingdom vessels, and all other vessels in United
Kingdom territorial waters and harbours, are therefore reminded, in conformance with
international and national legislation, marine VHF apparatus may only be used in accordance
with the International Telecommunications Union’s (ITU) Radio Regulations. These
Regulations specifically prescribe that:
(a) Channel 16 may only be used for distress, urgency and very brief safety
communications and for calling to establish other communications which should then
be concluded on a suitable working channel;
(b) Channel 70 may only be used for Digital Selective Calling not oral communication;
(c) On VHF channels allocated to port operations or ship movement services such as VTS,
the only messages permitted are restricted to those relating to operational handling, the
movement and the safety of ships and to the safety of persons;
(d) All signals must be preceded by an identification, for example the vessel’s name or
callsign;
(e) The service of every VHF radio telephone station must be controlled by an operator
holding a certificate issued or recognised by the station’s controlling administration.
This is usually the country of registration, if the vessel is registered. Providing the
Station is so controlled, other persons besides the holder of the certificate may use the
equipment.
3. Appendix I to this notice contains the IMO Guidance on the use of VHF at sea. Masters,
Skippers and Owners must ensure that VHF channels are used in accordance with this
guidance.
4.
Appendix II to this notice illustrates typical VHF ranges and a table of transmitting
Frequencies in the Band 156 – 174 MHz for Stations in the Maritime Mobile Service,
incorporating changes agreed by the 1997 World Radio Conference.
5. Channels 6, 8, 72 and 77 have been made available, in UK waters, for routine ship-to-ship
communications, Masters, Skippers and Owners are urged to ensure that all ship-to-ship
communications working in these waters is confined to these channels, selecting the channel
most appropriate in the local conditions at the time.
6. Channel 13 is designated for use on a worldwide basis as a navigation safety
communication channel, primarily for intership navigation safety communications. It may also
be used for the ship movement and port services.
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Use of VHF as Collision Avoidance Aid
7. There have been a significant number of collisions where subsequent investigation has
found that at some stage before impact, one or both parties were using VHF radio in an
attempt to avoid collision. The use of VHF radio in these circumstances is not always helpful
and may even prove to be dangerous.
8.
At night, in restricted visibility or when there are more than two vessels in the vicinity, the
need for positive identification is essential but this can rarely be guaranteed. Uncertainties can
arise over the identification of vessels and the interpretation of messages received. Even
where positive identification has been achieved there is still the possibility of a
misunderstanding due to language difficulties however fluent the parties concerned might be in
the language being used. An imprecise or ambiguously expressed message could have
serious consequences.
9. Valuable time can be wasted whilst mariners on vessels approaching each other try to
make contact on VHF radio instead of complying with the Collision Regulations. There is the
further danger that even if contact and identification is achieved and no difficulties over the
language of communication or message content arise, a course of action might still be chosen
that does not comply with the Collision Regulations. This may lead to the collision it was
intended to prevent.
10. In 1995, the judge in a collision case said "It is very probable that the use of VHF radio for
conversation between these ships was a contributory cause of this collision, if only because it
distracted the officers on watch from paying careful attention to their radar. I must repeat, in
the hope that it will achieve some publicity, what I have said on previous occasions that any
attempt to use VHF to agree the manner of passing is fraught with the danger of
misunderstanding. Marine Superintendents would be well advised to prohibit such use of VHF
radio and to instruct their officers to comply with the Collision Regulations."

11. In a case published in 2002 one of two vessels, approaching each other in fog, used
VHF radio to call for a red to red (port to port) passing. The call was acknowledged by
other vessel but unfortunately, due to the command of English on the calling vessel, what
caller intended was a green to green (starboard to starboard) passing. The actions were
effectively monitored by either of the vessels and collision followed.

the
the
the
not

12. Again in a case published in 2006 one of two vessels, approaching one another to involve
a close quarter’s situation, agreed to a starboard to starboard passing arrangement with a
person on board another, unidentified ship, but not the approaching vessel. Furthermore, the
passing agreement required one of the vessels to make an alteration of course, contrary to the
requirements of the applicable Rule in the COLREGS. Had the vessel agreed to a passing
arrangement requiring her to manoeuvre in compliance with the COLREGS, the ships would
have passed clear, despite the misidentification of ships on the VHF radio. Unfortunately by
the time both vessels realised that the ships had turned towards each other the distance
between them had further reduced to the extent that the last minute avoiding action taken by
both ships was unable to prevent a collision.
13. Although the practice of using VHF radio as a collision avoidance aid may be resorted to
on occasion, for example in pilotage waters, the risks described in this note should be clearly
understood and the Collision Regulations complied with.
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Use of VHF Automatic Identification Systems (AIS)
14. AIS operates primarily on two dedicated VHF channels (AIS1 – 161.975 MHz and AIS2 –
162.025 MHz). Where these channels are not available regionally, the AIS is capable of
automatically switching to alternate designated channels. AIS has now been installed on the
majority of commercial vessels, and has the potential to make a significant contribution to
safety. However the mariner should treat the AIS information with caution, noting the following
important points:
15.
Mariners on craft fitted with AIS should be aware that the AIS will be transmitting ownship data to other vessels and shore stations.
To this end they are advised to:
15.1 initiate action to correct improper installation;
15.2 ensure the correct information on the vessel’s identity, position, and movements
(including voyage-specific, see Annex IV) is transmitted; and
15.3 ensure that the AIS is turned on, at least within 100 nautical miles of the coastline
of the United Kingdom.
16.
The simplest means of checking whether own-ship is transmitting correct information on
identity, position and movements is by contacting other vessels or shore stations. Increasingly,
UK Coastguard and port authorities are being equipped as AIS shore base stations. As more
shore base stations are established, AIS may be used to provide a monitoring system in
conjunction with Vessel Traffic Services and Ship Reporting (SOLAS Chapter V, Regulations
11 and 12 refer).
17.
Many ship owners have opted for the least-cost AIS installation to meet the mandatory
carriage requirement. By doing so, many of the benefits offered by graphic display (especially
AIS on radar) are not realised with the 3-line ‘Minimum Keyboard Display’ (MKD).
18.
The Pilot Connector Socket and suitable power outlet should be located somewhere of
practical use to a marine pilot who may carry compatible AIS equipment. This should be
somewhere close to the wheelhouse main conning position. Less accessible locations in chart
rooms, at the after end of the wheelhouse are not recommended.
19.
The routine updating of data into the AIS, at the start of the voyage and whenever
changes occur, should be included in the navigating officer’s checklist and include:
-ship’s draught;
-hazardous cargo;
-destination and ETA;
-route plan (way points);
-correct navigational status;
-short safety-related messages.
20.
The quality and reliability of position data obtained from targets will vary depending on
the accuracy of the transmitting vessel’s GNSS equipment. It should be noted that older GNSS
equipment may not produce Course Over Ground and Speed Over Ground (COG/SOG) data
to the same accuracy as newer equipment.
21.
Operational guidance for Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) on board ships can be
found in the MCA Guidance on the Safety of Navigation - Implementing SOLAS Chapter V
(accessible from the MCA website at www.mcga.gov.uk) and reproduced in Appendix IV of this
notice.
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APPENDIX I
GUIDANCE ON THE USE OF VHF AT SEA

(Extract from: IMO Resolution A.954 (23). Proper use of VHF Channels at Sea (Adopted on 5th
December 2003))
1. VHF COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUE
1.1 Preparation
Before transmitting, think about the subjects which have to be communicated and, if necessary, prepare
written notes to avoid unnecessary interruptions and ensure that no valuable time is wasted on a busy
channel.
1.2 Listening
Listen before commencing to transmit to make certain that the channel is not already in use. This will
avoid unnecessary and irritating interference.
1.3 Discipline
(a) VHF equipment should be used correctly and in accordance with the Radio Regulations. The
following in particular should be avoided:
(b) calling on channel 16 for purposes other than distress, and very brief safety communications,
when another calling channel is available;
(c) non - essential transmissions, e.g. needless and superfluous signals and correspondence;
(d) communications not related to safety and navigation on port operation channels;
communication on channel 70 other than for Digital Selective Calling;
(e) occupation of one particular channel under poor conditions;
(f) transmitting without correct identification;
(g) use of offensive language.
1.4 Repetition
Repetition of words and phrases should be avoided unless specifically requested by the receiving
station.
1.5 Power reduction
When possible, the lowest transmitter power necessary for satisfactory communication should be used.
1.6 Automatic identification system (AIS)
AIS is used for the exchange of data in ship-to-ship communications and also in communication with
shore facilities. The purpose of AIS is to help identify vessels, assist in target tracking, simplify
information exchange and provide additional information to assist situational awareness. AIS may be
used together with VHF voice communications.
AIS should be operated in accordance with Resolution A.917 (22) as amended by Resolution A.956 (23)
on Guidelines for the onboard operation use of shipborne automatic identification systems.
1.7 Communications with coast stations
On VHF channels allocated to port operations service, the only messages permitted are restricted to
those relating to the operational handling, the movement and safety of ships and, in emergency, to the
safety of persons, as the use of these channels for ship-to-ship communications may cause serious
interference to communications related to the movement and safety of shipping in port areas.
Instructions given on communication matters by shore stations should be obeyed.
Communications should be carried out on the channel indicated by the shore station. When a change of
channel is requested, this should be acknowledged by the ship.
On receiving instructions from a shore station to stop transmitting, no further communications should be
made until otherwise notified (the shore station may be receiving distress or safety messages and any
other transmissions could cause interference).
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1.8 Communications with other ships
VHF Channel 13 is designated by the Radio Regulations for bridge to bridge communications. The ship
called may indicate another working channel on which further transmissions should take place. The
calling ship should acknowledge acceptance before changing channels.
The listening procedure outlined above should be followed before communications are commenced on
the chosen channel.
1.9 Distress communications
Distress calls/messages have absolute priority over all other communications. When heard, all other
transmissions should cease and a listening watch should be kept.
Any distress call/message should be recorded in the ship’s log and passed to the master.
On receipt of a distress message, if in the vicinity, immediately acknowledge receipt. If not in the vicinity,
allow a short interval of time to elapse before acknowledging receipt of the message in order to permit
ships nearer to the distress to do so.
1.10 Calling
In accordance with the radio regulations Channel 16 may only be used for distress, urgency and very
brief safety communications and for calling to establish other communications which should then be
conducted on a suitable working channel.
Whenever possible, a working frequency should be used for calling. If a working frequency is not
available, Channel 16 may be used, provided it is not occupied by a distress call/message.
In case of difficulty to establish contact with a ship or shore station, allow adequate time before
repeating the call. Do not occupy the channel unnecessarily and try another channel.
1.11 Changing channels
If communications on a channel are unsatisfactory, indicate change of channel and await confirmation.
1.12 Spelling
If spelling becomes necessary use the spelling table contained in the International Code of Signals and
the radio regulations and the IMO Standard Marine Communication Phrases (SMCP)
1.13 Addressing
The words “I” and “You” should be used prudently. Indicate to whom they refer.
Example of good practice:
“Seaship, this is Port Radar, Port Radar, do you have a pilot?”
“Port Radar, this is Seaship, I do have a pilot.”
1.14 Watchkeeping
Every ship, while at sea, is required to maintain watches. Continuous watch keeping is required on VHF
DSC Channel 70 and also when practicable, a continuous listening watch on VHF Channel 16.
In certain cases Governments may require ships to keep a watch on other channels.
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APPENDIX II
TYPICAL VHF RANGES
(Extract from Admiralty List of Radio Signals Volume 5 published by the United Kingdom
Hydrographic Office)

It should be noted that the fact that a transmitter and receiver are within radio sight does not automatically
guarantee that an acceptable signal will be received at that point. This will depend, amongst other things on the
power of transmission, the sensitivity of the receiver and the quality and position of the transmitting and receiving
aerials. The range may also be affected to some degree by the pressure, temperature and humidity of the air
between the transmitter and receiver.
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Table of Transmitting Frequencies in the VHF maritime mobile band
(Extract from Admiralty List of Radio Signals Volume 5 published by the United Kingdom Hydrographic Office)
Channel
designators

Notes

Transmitting
frequencies (MHz)

Inter
Ship

Port operations and
ship movement

Ship
stations

Coast
stations

156 025

160 625

X

x

156
156
156
156
156
156
156

050
075
100
125
150
175
200

160
160
160
160
160
160
160

650
675
700
725
750
775
800

x
x
x
x
x
x

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

156
156
156
156
156
156

225
250
275
300
325
350

160 825
160 850
160 875

x
x
x

X
X
X

x
x
x

X
X

x
x

156
156
156
156
156
156
156

375
400
425
450
475
500
525

156 375

156 550
156 575

156 550
156 575

156
156
156
156
156
156

600
625
650
675
700
725

156 600

156
156
156
156
156
156
156

750
775
800
825
850
875
900

156 750

78
156 925
Continued on next page

161 525

60
01
61
02
62
03
63
04
64
05
65
06

m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
f)

66
07
67

h)

08
68
09

i)
69

10
70

h)
j)

11
71
12
72
13
73

i)
k)
h), i)

14
74
15
75

g)
n)

16
76
17

n)
g)

77
18

m)

Single
Two
frequency frequency

Public
correspondence

x
160 925
160 950

156
156
156
156
156

156
156
156
156

425
450
475
500
525

650
675
700
725

x
x
x
x
x

161 500
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x
x
x
x

Digital selective calling for Distress, Safety
and Calling
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

156 800
156 850

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
Distress, Safety and Calling
x
x
x

X

x

X

x

Channel
designators

Notes

161 550
161 575

x
x

x
x

m)
m), o)
m), o)

157
157
157
157
157
157
157

000
025
050
075
100
125
150

161
161
161
161
161
161
161

600
625
650
675
700
725
750

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
m), o)
m), o)

157
157
157
157
157
157
157

175
200
225
250
275
300
325

161
161
161
161
161
161
161

775
800
825
850
875
900
925

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

157
157
157
157
161

350
375
400
425
975

161 950
161 975
162 000

x

x

x

x

80
21
81

83
24
84
25
85
26
86

Single
Two
frequency frequency

Public
correspondence

156 950
156 975

20

23

Port operations and
ship movement

Coast
stations

79

82

Inter
Ship

Ship
stations
19

22

Transmitting
frequencies (MHz)

27
87
28
88

x

x
h)
AIS
161 975
l)
1
AIS
162 025
162 025
l)
2
Note—For assistance in understanding the Table, see notes a) to o)
General notes
a) Administrations may designate frequencies for the following purposes, intership, port operations and
ship movement services for use by light aircraft and helicopters to communicate with ships or
participating coast stations in predominantly maritime support operations. However, the use of the
channels which are shared with public correspondence shall be subject to prior agreement between
interested and affected administrations.
b) The channels in this table, with the exception of Channels 06, 13, 15, 16, 17, 70, 75 and 76, may
also be used for high-speed data and facsimile transmissions, subject to special arrangement between
interested and affected administrations.
c) The channels in this table, but preferably Channel 28 and with the exception of Channels 06, 13,
15, 16, 17, 70, 75 and 76, may be used for direct-printing telegraphy and data transmission, subject to
special arrangement between interested and affected administrations.
d) The frequencies in this table may also be used for radiocommunications on inland waterways.
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e) Administrations having an urgent need to reduce local congestion may apply 12·5 kHz Channel
interleaving on a non-interference basis to 25 kHz channels, provided:
— Recommendation ITU-R M.1084-2 shall be taken into account when changing to 12·5 kHz
Channels;
— it shall not affect the 25 kHz Channels of the Appendix 18 maritime mobile distress and safety
frequencies, especially the Channels 06, 13, 15, 16, 17, and 70, nor the technical characteristics
mentioned in Recommendation ITU-R M.489-2 for those channels;
— implementation of 12·5 kHz channel interleaving and consequential national requirements shall be
subject to prior agreement between the implementing administrations and administrations whose
ship stations or services may be affected.
Specific notes
f) The frequency 156·300 MHz (Channel 06) may also be used for communication between ship
stations and aircraft stations engaged in co-ordinated search and rescue operations. Ship stations shall
avoid harmful interference to such communications on Channel 06 as well as to communications
between aircraft stations, ice-breakers and assisted ships during ice seasons.
g) Channels 15 and 17 may also be used for on-board communications provided the effective radiated
power does not exceed 1 W, and subject to the national regulations of the administration concerned
when these channels are used in its territorial waters.
h) Within the European Maritime Area and in Canada, these frequencies (Channels 10, 67 & 73) may
also be used, if so required, by the individual administrations concerned, for communication between
ship stations, aircraft stations and participating land stations engaged in co-ordinated search and rescue
and anti-pollution operations in local areas.
i) The preferred first three frequencies for the purpose indicated in note a) are 156·450 MHz (Channel
09), 156·625 MHz (Channel 72) and 156·675 MHz (channel 73).
j)

Channel 70 is to be used exclusively for digital selective calling for distress, safety and calling.

k) Channel 13 is designated for use on a worldwide basis as a navigation safety communication
channel, primarily for intership navigation safety communications. It may also be used for the ship
movement and port operations service subject to the national regulations of the administrations
concerned.
l) These Channels (AIS 1 and AIS 2) will be used for an automatic ship identification and surveillance
system capable of providing worldwide operation on high seas, unless other frequencies are designated
on a regional basis for this purpose.
m) These Channels (18 and 82 to 86) may be operated as single frequency channels, subject to special
arrangement between interested or affected administrations.
n) The use of these Channels (75 and 76) should be restricted to navigation-related communications
only and all precautions should be taken to avoid harmful interference to Channel 16, e.g. by limiting the
output power to 1 W or by means of geographical separation.
o) These channels may be used to provide bands for initial testing and the possible future introduction
of new technologies, subject to special arrangement between interested or affected administrations.
Stations using these channels or bands for the testing and the possible future introduction of new
technologies shall not cause harmful interference to, and shall not claim protection from, other stations
operating in accordance with ITU Radio Regulations / Volume 1 / Chapter SII - Frequencies / Article S5 /
Frequency allocations.
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APPENDIX III
OPERATION OF AIS ON BOARD
(Extract from IMO Resolution A.917. (22). Guidelines for the onboard operational use of
shipborne Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) (Adopted on 29th November 2001). As
amended by Resolution A.956. (23). (Adopted 5th December 2003).
INHERENT LIMITATIONS OF AIS
31.
The officer of the watch (OOW) should always be aware that other ships, in particular leisure
craft, fishing boats and warships, and some coastal shore stations including Vessel Traffic Service
(VTS) centres, might not be fitted with AIS.
32.
The OOW should always be aware that other ships fitted with AIS as a mandatory carriage
requirement might switch off AIS under certain circumstances by professional judgement of the master.
33.
In other words, the information given by the AIS may not be a complete picture of the situation
around the ship.
34.
The users must be aware that transmission of erroneous information implies a risk to other
ships as well as their own. The users remain responsible for all information entered into the system and
the information added by the sensors.
35.
The accuracy of the information received is only as good as the accuracy of the AIS information
transmitted.
36.
The OOW should be aware that poorly configured or calibrated ship sensors (position, speed
and heading sensors) might lead to incorrect information being transmitted. Incorrect information about
one ship displayed on the bridge of another could be dangerously confusing.
37.
If no sensor is installed or if the sensor (e.g. the gyro) fails to provide data, the AIS automatically
transmits the ‘not available’ data value. However the built in integrity check cannot validate the contents
of the data processed by the AIS.
38.
It would not be prudent for the OOW to assume that the information received from the other ship
is of a comparable quality and accuracy to that which might be available on own ship.
USE OF AIS IN COLLISION AVOIDANCE SITUATIONS
39.
The potential of AIS as an anti collision device is recognised and AIS may be recommended as
such a device in due time.
40.
Nevertheless, AIS information may be used to assist collision avoidance decision making. When
using the AIS in the ship to ship mode for anti collision purposes, the following precautionary points
should be borne in mind:
a. AIS is an additional source of navigational information. It does not replace, but supports,
navigational systems such as radar target tracking and VTS; and
b. The use of AIS does not negate the responsibility of the OOW to comply at all times
with the Collision Regulations
41.
The user should not rely on AIS as the sole information system, but should make use of all
safety relevant information available
42.
The use of AIS on board ship is not intended to have any special impact on the composition of
the navigational watch, which should be determined in accordance with the STCW Convention.
43.
Once a ship has been detected, AIS can assist tracking it as a target. By monitoring the
information broadcast by that target, its actions can also be monitored. Changes in heading and course
are, for example, immediately apparent, and many of the problems common to tracking targets by
radar, namely clutter, target swap as ships pass close by and target loss following a fast manoeuvre, do
not affect AIS. AIS can also assist in the identification of targets, by name or call sign and by ship type
and navigational status.
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APPENDIX IV
USE OF AIS IN NAVIGATION
(Extract from MCA Guidance on the Safety of Navigation – Implementing SOLAS Chapter V)
1.
AIS is designed to be able to provide additional information to existing Radar or ECDIS displays.
Until the optimum display modes have been fully evaluated and decided upon internationally, AIS will
comprise “stand alone” units without integration to other displays.
2.
AIS will provide identification of targets together with the static and dynamic information listed in
the IMO Guidelines paragraph.12. Mariners should, however, use this information with caution noting
the following important points:
a.) Collision avoidance must be carried out in strict compliance with the COLREGs. There is no
provision in the COLREGs for use of AIS information therefore decisions should be taken based
primarily on visual and / or radar information.
b.) The use of VHF to discuss actions to take between approaching ships is fraught with danger
and still discouraged. (See above). The MCA’s view is that identification of a target by AIS does not
remove the danger. Decisions on collision avoidance should be made strictly according to the
COLREGs.
c.) Not all ships will be fitted with AIS, particularly small craft and fishing boats. Other floating
objects which may give a radar echo will not be detected by AIS.
d.) AIS positions are derived from the target’s GNSS position. (GNSS = Global Navigation
Satellite System, usually GPS). This may not coincide exactly with the target.
e.) Faulty data input to AIS could lead to incorrect or misleading information being displayed on
other vessels. Mariners should remember that information derived from radar plots relies solely upon
data measured by the own-ship’s radar and provides an accurate measurement of the target’s relative
course and speed, which is the most important factor in deciding upon action to avoid collision. Existing
ships of less than 500 gt. which are not required to fit a gyro compass are unlikely to transmit heading
information.
f.) A future development of AIS is the ability to provide synthetic AIS targets and virtual
navigation marks enabling coastal authorities to provide an AIS symbol on the display in any position.
Mariners should bear in mind that this ability could lead to the appearance of “virtual” AIS targets and
therefore take particular care when an AIS target is not complemented by a radar target. AIS will
sometimes be able to detect targets which are in a radar shadow area.
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The MCA has established an Automatic Identification System (AIS) network in accordance
with SOLAS Chapter V Regulation 19 and the European Traffic Monitoring Directive
2002/59/EC for base station transponders. The AIS network consists of base stations located
as shown in the table on page 15.
The AIS Network is defined to operate within IMO guidelines and will be capable of receiving
all message types and in particular AIS message type 5: Ship Static and Voyage related data,
provided as 6 minute intervals in accordance with ITU R M. 1371-1. This automated procedure
will enable identification and tracking of suitably equipped vessels without further intervention
from either the vessel’s crew or Coastguard personnel.
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Latitude
MCA District

Degrees

Aberdeen

Belfast
Brixham

Clyde

Dover

Falmouth

Forth

Holyhead

Humber

Liverpool

Milford
Portland

Shetland

Solent

Stornoway

Swansea

Thames

Yarmouth

Longitude

Base Station
Minutes

N/S

Degrees

Minutes

AIS
W/E

MMSI

Dunnett Head

58

40.313

N

3

22.491

W

002320722

Durness

58

34.000

N

4

44.500

W

002320720

Gregness

57

7.643

N

2

3.136

W

002320721

Noss Head

58

28.750

N

3

2.972

W

002320723

Rosemarkie

57

37.900

N

4

4.800

W

002320719

Windy Head

57

38.924

N

2

14.590

W

002320718

Limavady

55

6.712

N

6

53.390

W

002320709

Orlock Head

54

40.416

N

5

34.966

W

002320708

East Prawle

50

13.200

N

3

42.500

W

002320710

Glengorm

56

37.917

N

6

7.885

W

002320714

Kilchairan

55

45.900

N

6

27.200

W

002320711

Law Hill

55

41.800

N

4

50.500

W

002320712

Pulpitt Hill

56

24.300

N

5

29.000

W

002320713

South Knapdale

55

55.100

N

5

27.600

W

002320717

Tiree

56

30.238

N

6

57.776

W

002320716
002320715

Fairlight

50

52.300

N

0

38.100

E

MRCC Dover

51

7.800

N

1

20.200

E

002320705

North Foreland

51

22.300

N

1

26.900

E

002320706

Lands End

50

8.068

N

5

38.096

W

002320704

Lizard Point

49

57.821

N

5

12.396

W

002320733

Scillies

49

55.710

N

6

18.180

W

002320734

Inverbervie

56

51.200

N

2

15.700

W

002320735

MRSC Forth

56

16.731

N

2

35.380

W

002320732

St. Abbs Crosslaw

55

54.455

N

2

12.295

W

002320741

South Stack

53

18.600

N

4

41.000

W

002320776

Cullercoats

55

4.374

N

1

27.799

W

002320775

Flamborough Head

54

7.848

N

0

5.205

W

002320766
002320778

Whitby

54

29.000

N

0

36.000

W

MRSC Liverpool

53

29.800

N

3

3.200

W

002320777

Snaefell

54

15.829

N

4

27.596

W

002320770

Dinas

52

0.300

N

4

53.700

W

002320774

St. Anns Head

51

40.950

N

5

10.500

W

002320781

The Grove

50

32.885

N

2

25.098

W

002320763

Collafirth Hill

60

32.040

N

1

23.352

W

002320771

Compass Head

59

52.066

N

1

16.318

W

002320772

Saxa Vord

60

49.600

N

0

50.600

W

002320764

Wideford Hill

58

59.300

N

3

1.400

W

002320765
002320779

Needles

50

39.700

N

1

34.600

W

Newhaven

50

46.800

N

0

3.000

E

002320773

Selsey

50

43.788

N

0

48.141

W

002320780

Butt of Lewis

58

27.683

N

6

13.851

W

002320769

Forsnaval

58

12.801

N

7

0.499

W

002320768

Melvaig

57

50.542

N

5

46.883

W

002320767

Rodel

57

44.900

N

6

57.500

W

002320764

Hartland Point

51

1.795

N

4

31.300

W

002320765

Mumbles Hill

51

34.200

N

3

59.100

W

002320779

Severn Bridge (2)

51

36.400

N

2

37.800

W

002320773

MRSC Thames

51

51.271

N

1

16.908

E

002320780

Langham

52

56.600

N

0

57.200

E

002320769

MRCC Yarmouth

52

36.300

N

0

42.500

E

002320768

Skegness

53

8.916

N

0

20.784

E

002320767
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rulturilllydiw'Nf' C'mYS. A sttld)'
tJtillmlnl"' tht" probltms of Fllll)loo sta:f.vtrs finds that 3« ot tlw

a:monc

t-111pioo $C'a!arer respoftdot:ncnncoonttrcommur*atioo probkms,
wflidl ar(' lnctuccd byditft:n.':notS In lafliU.SC'.atdtudt. and cult\lfot
m.-nifcstcd amoJl$ crew m('mbt'rs (PMippine Nation.ll Maritimt
PolytKhnk. 2002). In .acldition, Pf'osoo1.akt (2003) f'X.Imines tht
lmi)Mts or multk\lltural <uws on tff«tiw ~ managtrntnt and
Slllp opottatlons In GMk ShipPln3 com~
A numbtt of n!J({IfS haw sullt:Utd tNt u!ttywl.tuft or safety
dl~tot factors art a;s~tt'd with sa.fecy.-rtl.ltt<l outcomt:S such .u
aocicknts or ifl]urit:s (Gltndon .and Utlwrland. 2001 : li.tvold. 2005:
W .and Twl.lOIO: Mums and Yll1t. 1008.: l.Ohilr, 1980).1n the shippins <Otlt<'xt, tUvold (lOO.S) confirms tilt Wnpoeunce ofc-mplo)'et
al)d ~Nn.~Jtrntnl'$ attitude 10 sa~ •nd q,u.ality, Ot~r st:udia
1\n<t:.llso fOund th.u employed .and ma~mtnrs ollltitudt: .art: the
mosa lmporu.M !Ktor lntll.lf'DdBS; WOf1c urtty (t:.g.. Zolw.r, 198G:
fbi\~ ~•.. 2(1(1(1). I'Unbermore. Lu W Tul (201G) point OlJif Ole
!Jnportanct ot soa!tcY dimJtot .an6 lu dT«t on saft\y btlw:vlors.
As $111pplns Is a; &I<JI)al businm. H~ (2007) .and
~nd
Tul (201G) a.r;ue tlwt ~tioNI C\liNre infh.)('nra I'IO'N people
btlw'Ye witt! ~ to wfecy m.~ttt:rs. lbtre b a rt:~ivel)' ((fW
mtatdl f"X.lmining wtl~hn- h.uma.n fa!h!R!S ~~~ rel.:.ttd to se.dllr•
m· pl!tttptioM ol n.:.tional culture ditnC'tlSions In the C'Ofltai:nn
sh:ippin:s C'Ofltext.lS ~rionlll cut1urt: import.ant fOf t.h~ OC'C'Uttl!noe
or lmtlw.n t'.:lljlutts? Wh.u a;~ ttw key ~tiOn.al t'Uitu~ dln'Wt'lslotls
lntont<~ll'ltl' shlpplrc op«a;dons? How .aft t !Wy rt:ki.N ro hum.:an
f~Uures7 Wt: .ant'lnj)C to a;nswtr rhtW Q\lHtlofls by f:X.amlntns tl'lt
lm~t or Ndonal C\llnn on WOftc s.aftey tn conuiJW:r ship opot1
.atiofls from ~ pco:rspmivt of S$!.artrs. SptdliQIIy, ~ sffic to
stlldy thot lrnl*t ol Ntio~l o.alrurt
WOft u.ff't)' In conuintr
sb!ppina: oc>«.ations by ~rins &be bditfs of st~lirm
dlf·
futnt ~donal cu.lturt"s. 1bt 1\ndlnp will contn'bott: to meatdl
on "'tlorwl culture tht:oly and n»~erial prKtiots of shlpplt'IJ
opentions.
Ma.ny rHC.trcht:n !\lYe proposed <kfinltions ~00 t<~xonomk$
ol IWtiorw.l cultwe {S«. t:.g., HoiStcdt". 1981>. 1991: Child. 1981:
ltrlslin, 1983: Triandis. 1994: Schtln. 1985: Olow t"l a;l.. 1999.11;).

w
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Amona thne HofMtde's national cutturJI dimt:nslons{ 1980. 1991)
wilk:ly used «<nStructs In lt~W.s tltMnlnina
C'Utl\lr.&l dTtcts. In rtc:ent ye11rs thtrt: hils btt'n fffOIIlltlon ot •

lltt OM ol tht most

rtbdorulllpbtcwtt'n s.afft)l .and n.tlol\ill C'\lk\lrt (Mwns and YlJk.
2001: Helmrtic:b and Mtrritt. 1998). Hdmrt"'ch ( 1999) ft'YUlS t~t
orpniutions nttd to t t"Wgnlu rht" infturnct of natlotW culturlll
on the dfcai'I.'C'nt» of ufc-1)' mt:II$Urt'$. ti.;Nms and Y\lk (2008)
tu.mine the rel;~tion.sflips be~n Hof.stt'de's nation.ll cultur.JI
value dimtt~Siotls. s.dtcy climate, .and mt•takina: belwvior in tilt'
wort!o!ft ol.t multi-Ntional entinHring orpniution ope~cins
in silt <ounttits. Whilt' the a.n.t~eacs to n.:.t~l culture h.1w
bttn wlclt:b' discl.tSStd in. tbto opttatloM m.an~M lltt:t<.ature,
rdltlvdy llttlt rew11rc.h ex<t~~t Tbeotolw ~ncl frOtOul.lke (2007)
.and tUYOid (:KI07) bu btt'n conducccd on the ftbtlonshlp betwt'tfl
work sarecy In shlppins ol)t'l'ations .and rwional culturt. fillina
this fft('.arC'h pp,. we i~tt: in this scud)' the lnn~Mt: oltht
nujot l\ltional t"ultun dimensions on wort ufety in contllint:r
slipp[n; operukllns from tbt ptuptaivt: of st.l!;arers.
But'd on Hofstt:df:'s ( 1991) nat~I C'Ulture dlttwnSions.
which lnctudt" power dlsu.n. UllC«Ui!MY ~tn. IMi·
vldtwllsmfcoJit:«iviA'R. muc\.lllnil)t/ft"mlnlnlt)', .and ConfuciMI
dynami$mJlona:•ttrm oritnt.ation. we c=onscruct a tht:or"k.al modtl
.and dt:'o'riop" ~ofhypotheses to pide this rt:Se.llrch. 'Mlis INPC'f is
orpnitt<l.u ronows: we lntrodll(t the scucty a.nd discuss tht: bkk·
pound In me tint S«doft. we dt:Wiop dlt rtSt"ardl modd 11nd
formulatt" tht: hypoc:htsn in tht: S«<nd S«don. In the third 5«·
tion we diK\W dt'W')Opmenc of tht: rc-st.arctlln$Ullmtnt. inc!udl111
tht" mt:.UUR"mtnt oonstructs tl$td in d~t SUI'Vt)',the umplin, t«h·
n.iqut:, and tM rtSe.udi procrdures. In S«tiOM four .and five~
preset~t tM natistit".al mu!ts fRMn rbe txploratocy tKtot .an.:.lysis,
«~nfltmatOf)' !actor analysis. a;nd blt:t<a.rc.hk.al rtgtrSSion .an~tysJs
p.trformt<lro .addrt"U tht mutdl lssun. In the lltw.l S«tlon we
clt~concltl$lons from tht rewa;rcb flndlng:s and diS<Uss tlwlr au
clt:mk and man.a~l implications.
4

PrniOI.ts crosH\Ilf\lr.JJ srudlt:S on nlltur111 dr«ts I'UIW' propost:d
definitions and wonomlts or ~tloNI t\lkt~n• (HolAt<lt:. 1980,
1991 :Cblld. 1981: Brislin. 1983: Sc.lw:ln. 198S: Hivold. 2007: lklrtt
t:e al.. 2007: Thtotobs a.ncl I'YOgoul•lct. 2007). Consis:ttnt with
che litenturt: (Chil\otSt: 0:111\!r.JI Conn«t:IOI\ 1987; 6oc;tlll(f', 1994:
ChOw t:'l al., 1999b; lurke tt aJ..l007),. the ltofltedfi tfltorerical
C'Ot'IA.ruccs or natiof\IJ t\ltru~ h.wt: bftn attnSiYtry valld.MN .tnd
wkld)' used In rt~rdl oo s.lllpopeutiOI'd (ste.q.. tUY6kl, 2007:
Bur~ tt .&.L2007:lbroc0kils .and ProJOUU.kt, 2007). Wt"ustHofst«!t•sconstruct co dtvdop a reSot<a;reb mocld to f'.X<lmlnt tht: dkcts
ofn•tio~l culture on work u!ecy In contllillft' $h.lppins Ol)('~ttons
twstel on tl)e pn(C'prions of K.afa.rt:rs from OliN. tfle Philippines.
11nd T;~.iw~n.
Hof.steck (1980. p. 25) driinn n.:.tk.!Nl CIJiturt as~. .. the
c=oltedM prosmnmi"l orthe mind whldl distinguishes tbt mt:ll'\
bets of Oflr poup Of JO('itty from llnotbft' , , .• HofMt<lt USH tM
elm eolltctt'd by Q'UHtlonnillrt .surveys from 117.000 empiOytt'S In .a multlnatlotWI «lrpotlltlon (16.\!) •nd Its sUbsldl.u1ts
In 71 rountrlt:S to t:Xo~mlnt" ~don.~! t\ltrura.J difrtret~Cts. In bls
oripn...J study, Hofstt"dt (1980) kknd6ts four nadorwJ cultt~r.al
dlmotnsions. Nmely PQWtf dimn«. indfvldualism/collt:«ivlsm.
unc.nt.llnty avold.&n«. •nd nuKVlinlcy/ftmlnlnlcy, In .a.n atttmpt
to l!nk n.~tional culture with t:<OOOmk SJ'I)Wtl\ Hofstt:<k .ancllond
(1988) .a6d tht lifUI dimt"nslon, Coofllehn dy~».mbml!ona:·tetm
oritntation. In lint: with this strC'<tm of researcb. ~ .ldol)( these:
flvt dimensions u tlw key natlorw.l culturt:t"lemtnts tlvt may .affect
hum.&n f.ailum in shippina opentlons in our rtw.arcb modt"l (set
fll, I). Some re«nt sttK!ks on tlw t:nlw;nc:tmt'f\C of worlt uft"ty
(H-'vold. 2007: Burn ec lll.. l007: lllt:Otolcas a;nd ~kt'. 2007)
.also a;dopt these lbtoretlc.al dimmsiOM of rwcional cutnrre. we
tbbo~te on tbt: live ~tlorwl <vlturt dlmt:Mions in tlw follow! OJ.
4

...
thor wne set ct h.:.z.trds. ~. technico~l $t.J.I\4irds ror .til me
wssds .are rtauli!ted thtoUJh the req,uiremtnU ol tht ln tffliOI·
tlon.d M.:.ritime Ofl.tniution ( IMO) .wd W»f'IS Olft required to
br impetttd b'fdusiliution JOdreies.. Fur'!~. tilt rtQUiftd
00fn9tltn(e o(the ~ is ~Wed by 01n intf'fJWtional cmilkate
S)'Sttm (e.g.. SU:nd.uds o!Tr.aini~ Cfftitlatlon .tnd W..tchkttpina
for s.t.dum) .lnd the m.tn~~nt systems or shippift8 C'OmPlnies
l\lvt to Uti$~ kltntit..ll ttquifttnftltS (t.J..Ihl' lnttmatiOIW Sol!~
M<ln.llpmtnl Codt)(H~vold, 2007). tklrk t t .al. (2007) f'f'pol't tlwt
u.ncm~nty OIVOid.anct Is .ln imporunt f.w:tot inllutDdi'C Uftey,
A.ntbtrmort. tUvold (2007) linds tl»t tow powtr dlstoanct .and hl&h
uncm~nty .a'YOidt~noe Me J101$itMiy rt'li:lted to w r¢()0 orltnt<ldon
i n Notwq;an sflippinJ com~nin b.»c'd on .a corre~ iNiy$1s.
Ills ftnditiJS sbow tbat telf~rs from tjgb uncm.airtty .:.void01noe
oounr.rl~ ;are fi'IOft Iltd)' to follOw O«<m .ltld adherr to sundlrd
Olltf.ldrc proc:tdurtS. Howtvotr, tht lints t~ttwt<tn ~~ tul·
ture ctlmmslons ~d wort wfttY ~t' DOC betn v.J.IIdated. Thus.
we hypocheQ th4!1:
Hl. Uno!'rt.l:inty

~nee ~

t xptrienclt'CI by K'.li'Mtrs hdp$

rtduor twll\ln f.lllum in eont.aintr s:hippins~rations.

~scul inicy is ddinccJ ~ 'the c1rsttt to wtlid'l .1 .societY is
c-b.arxreriud by o~ssndveness (m.~Jallinity) ve-rsus nut1\lrolt"~Ce
(femininity)- (Hofstede. 1980: NJbt.l .1nd Sivoikl!mAr. 1996).
M.lSC'ullnh:y rc-fers to ., Pft(tftonee fOe' ~iewment. h«oism.
uwntwness. o~nd t~Nterlo~J sueft'Ss. ~w ftmh'llnft)t no~ncb:
for J prt!trtnet fot rtiJtlonsblps. mod~. c.ult13 for tbt ~k
Jf'Ollp$, '"wt q'!Uiity of life {Hofstt*. 19$S). Hl&h mJSC:ulint sod·
ecies pl-"t' .1 klw v.alue on c-o~rins for odlC'f'S. indU$Ion.. COOPtfJtion,
;and tolid..lrity.Cool)er-oltion Is c-oosidtred o1 sip1 olweoltnns. C.reer
~v~C'tn\ei\C, mattrbl suCftS:S, .and comptotition .u t p.tr.lntoOUnt.
RiftSOv Jnd ZOllO (2007) .aDd SCfftiSIN tt: .11. {2000) suagnt th,U
PtQI)lll: from mor~ ~lint C"O!M'laits lvvt .a lowu Jppt"t'datlon
of (II)OPtfJtl~ str.utPrs,lntt rtstll\&1)'. tbtre b t"Yidtnct tlwit low
rtv.I(Uiinity• .u r~W~ifnttd in mi!Witrill .atttmion co peoplt .and
tbrir int:f'rrt'blions. is condudve to wort uf«)'. lbtoloku .aDd
Progou&Jkr (2007) tlod tb.u ~r-Nttd .up«cs. such., $OOd
rommunic-JtiOn, tum spirit. trust. .and klw c-onflia twcwem st.l•
fJrtrs. Jrt asS«Utt'd with suptriof uftt)' perfomvntt. 1'1ft' .1nd
IJ..WI'Mister (2004) ;a.tso tlnd thit bl&tl 1'1\oU('UJinlry Is Mg.~th'tly
rtLittd to wort wftty {H.ivokl. 2007). FoUowlna d!Ls IO,SC. h. Is
ttJ.$0nablt to posit tNt .a hlshtr kvtl of ~lntty wiJI 1\;lYt .a
positive imp.1ct on humin f.ailurn in contJii)C'r shippingoptr-o~dons.
A«oJdin&fy, ~ SUIGHI tho~t:

H4.. Maiculinity .u uprrie:nc-td by w.ar.arers IW'I~ inotn'.l# hum.ln

f.1ilum itl tont.lintt shippit!Coprr-.tliom.

Hol':sttde .aACI Bond ( 1988) dtvtlop ;~ ft!\h d1mtt1s.ion of rudon.al
culture:, ~ Conii.Ki.an dyl\ltn!sm, ~»sed ott .a srudy or scudtnu ln
22 oountries .around ltlt world. usltlJ .a Cl.~tiOflno~lrt dtsi:&ntd by
Chintst sd'lolo~rs.Conflldin d'y!W.mlsm .at • low ltYt:l tmplln: o~ kina·
ttrm orW-ru:adon. wblch ttkn to tilt dta:ret 10 whktl .a o.alturt
focu~ on tile fururt {k.ardtn tc .al.. 2006). f'tooplt w!th .a klw k'Ycl
of(onfuclo~n ctyJWJnism .are thrifty, bardwor1dn.c. .and Ptflif:Yerii'IJ.
wtlile those with a hiJtl 1~1 ofConfucWn dyrumbm .a~ tfil)t'(tful
of tndition, fulfillin& socW obl~g.~tions. o~nd proctctins ont'S r~
( Hobtr6e •nd McCrJot. 2004). Arol«<ina to No~tJ.tll.and Sivalwmo~r
(1996). the positiYe vo~;!ues of Confucl.m dyl»n\ism mriWtts
irKlud~ pn1istconct, bard work. thril"ty, sh.amt. and rt~•rd ror rt~
tionJh.ips. In tht COt'ltrxt or shiP9ir~r. H~vold (2007) fi ndJ tbat
thrrt is oll'lfloltivt rt~tioMhip bcewttn Confudul dyn.11mism o~nct

s.artcY oritnr..adon ol st.Uutts on No~w!Wd wmts Nstd
on Hofsttdt's oriJII\IIIndt'x. $«¥tr.al .attrltn.rtts of die Coni'Ud.lll
dynamism suc:b M fo~ct uYirc,. sbamt• .and mPKt (Of sodJ.I s~tuS.
nt rwsatlvt:ly rt~ttd to work J;l(tt)'. F".aoe b .a ubiquitous <Onctfl(
o~ndo~ppliablc ino~Jicu!turn{Cudylt\lnst eto1l., 198$). F.~« rtfmto
the pro)KCKin ofsc-lfln .1 rrlatiorwl sitWition .lncl. more spt(i!iQny.
it is tl'te tntS:iorl bttwC'ffl .a 5tnSf of thrto~t frotn or conside-r<~·
don ;ivn'ltO odlm .1nd tbt d.Um of sdf·respt<t (Gudylwnn •nd
Nbbld.l, 1991: M.ak.lt.a .atld Siv.akum.ar. 1996). ~Yil\3 ~ involws
P«StfVi!'l,) ptrsoa'S dignitY Jnd SOdoll StmJS. IIIs J.rtueclth.U.ln
f'tfiPN:sls on tht di'Kts ol ctmin .ll(tlons or t'Ytnts on .a ptnOfi'S
own or ;a.nochtf's rtPutildon or sco~tus mJY h.lvt J nrpdYt lmp.ta
on work ufc:cy{NJ.kat;a ;~~nd Siv.lkumu. 1996). A pott:ntio~J riSk m..ay
not bt t'Xpkwtd in oldv.Jnce whtn u.1f.aren (ttl s;h;ame or rt'$pt<1:
d~ nwttf"s sod.al sc.atus. Thrrtklrf', we postul.1tl! that:
C~!Jdln dyn.amlsm U t'Xptfle11C'td by st;llf.lll'ft'S htlps
rt'duc-t bum.an f;~~ilurts In rontollntr S1lfP9111S oprr.atloRS.

HS.

Tht study of Holsttde o~nd Bond ( 1988) revub l'ivt dimtn5ions
of n..atioNI culture, four ol whlctl ue ('Orft>lated vdth Holsttdc:'J
( 1984) indicts of tulhlre whilt: the liAh is not. Bond (1987)
lnttrpreu tbt ftrth dimtnSion of IWitiOn.'ll culture: (lA.. Confu..
~n clyn;~~rism) u ff>P"1tntlng .a r.lngt ol conl'udo~n-lltt v.a!utS
to txp~ln the dlfftttl'l(t$ bttwt:tn Wtsttrn .and tlnt:rn Viluts.
A«ordll\lt)'. we lft:k to tcost tht modtndf'll effects of ConfiKian
d)'!WimiJm on the rtl.uionsbips ~n fOUf ofttlt n.,1dond culturt
dimtnsiotls. nllmdy power dist.lll«', iudividu.alismJc-oll«tivlun..
unc'M.Iinty ;avoid.ln<t• .ltld m.aseulinlty~mlninity. Uld buiNID
~luttS. In tbt C'ORtext or shfi)JIItll opttnlon$. sNf.&ren would
t:lql«t II'ISit'UCtlons from thdr suJ)tMsors ;~~nd P.lnkf~tt 1tss In
d«tJiofl·m.~trdns proctsm whtn they show $OCi.al ~ .and st~
tw obliptions. We sussesr that st.lfuc-rs Who Olft from " hish
Confuciln ctyrwnism 11o11Lon.al a llturt, tht stf'tt'lgtb oldie rtl.llo
tionsbip bet'Wt'M p&wH di:st.anrr .and hum.an ~ilum 1.1'1 conuin.er
shiPI)in& oper.uiOns Is rn.ba.nctd. Thetf'rorr. wt pcopost the folk>wtng modtrJ.don hypotbtsb:
H6. CoofucWI

~mlsm

strtn&thttls dlt rd.atloostllp btcWttn

powtr dis~nce Mid hunun f.Uiutts In cont~I)C'r stlipping Oj)tf .ll•

dons; speci!;ully, h.iJb powtr di~oJnC't will f0$Cet hurn.an (ailu.rtJ
oi.S t:.xptritnad by Sot.llfo~rers in ccnt.aincr shippins oper<ttions wh~tn
Confuei.an dyn.unis.m is hi$h rottbtr tba.n tow.

In olddldon. tills study propostS th.:lt Conl\.lcl¥1 d)-Nmism
posfdvtfy ln~tfiCtS hu.m.an f.allum In conulnrr shlpplns. Tht
Con.fuclo~n clyno~mlsm culture- o~mcbts mort lmPQSUnte co st.abiJ!ry
by s.wlt~s ·r.ace·. rnPf('rir~~ tr.adition. o~nd rtciporoeating sreetit~SS
( Hofstt* .lnclload. 19$8). f'o~cr is tllre•tc-nedwfltn .a ptrsofl tHis

diSftSardtd due to critidsms or qurstion.s of .1bi.Jity from ochtrs.
Tl'ltse .a1tributrs .are p.lrtkularty reltv:ant to the toi!Kti'Yism ftl).
ture ;a.nd will h.lw .a &f'Nitr Jons·ttrm echOJ towuds ttl.ttJooShtps
with. colle.lJUoeS ¥ICI ;a.\'Okl dlaos ror orpnltatloBll ~tflt Wr
su~tltlat wbttl snf.tttrs.art from;~~ h!sh Contucl.ln dyi\J.mlsm
n~tiOI\oll o.al•ure.liW rtlo~donshlp btcwtffl coll«dvlsm o~nd hum.ttl
f.altum In cootalntf stllpplng optr.adons I.'S tn!unctd. llWftfort,
wt ~htsltt tN t:
H7. ConfiJdJ.n d)"Nmis.m wt.aktns tbt rthtlonshlp bttwt"t:n col·
k<tivlsm o~nd human f.aih1rn in co~iMT shippins ~rions:
sPf(iliully.tqh col'«tivi:sm will k<~6 to fC"wc-r humm f~i!urts .as
txPtfit'.l'l(td by $t.llarffl in a:>ataintr shippins ~ations wlw:n
Conluc;i.ln d'yrwmism is low rutltr th.ltl hlsJI.
An \lnttrulntY ~nee culturt s~ th.it iudivldNis
t"Xprtss .a prtftrc-~ for )ons-tcorm prtdk1~1ity ol ruin. work
.arr.~f13t:11W:~. rtlo~tiomb!ps. and o~YOMUnct: ol rbk t.akin:s. o~nd tt\at
they VtPtnd more tl'fort on pl.lnnlng to rtduce ullCt'ftlintY (Uofst·
tdt. 1934: !'rnS()'.lnd Stlo~ssk. 2006). Ntwmo~n .and Nofltn (1$96)

point out dl~t un«1Uincy i.s nunlfHttd i:n terms ofcUritY of pl~nJ.
polidts. proct'dW'ts. ruks..t.nd syst~mJ. Tbt ~ttribu.tts ol tht Con·
fucl.tn d)'rwmbrn <'UitW't sud\ ;u sod01l mpra. st~tuS oblia.nlol\
;and pti"StW!!'~nct <Ould hotlp t":mployttS to folklw rultS .llld ~
«dum Mid de.uly d~t:SIJBO!tt'd lints ol ~utborit)'. Followtrc this
line of reuoning. (« se.ll.ams from ;a 1\tgh COnfud.llll dynamism
ll.lltion.ll roltut'f', the rriatioMtlip bttwten uBtftninty

.and hum.an

fo~ilum

~ell~

ill CIOtlt.ain« sbippln, optr.uions is SCfl'ngth-

el'll'IS. Th«riore, we (OOjt<tutt t!Wit:

HS.. COC\ItJ<Un dyn.tml$m strtrtSthtns tht rdnionshlp bctwttn
urntwl.ntY 01\'0id.ln(t .tnd h.utNn biJUf~5 on f'.XPt~nctd by
sc-;af~rm In <Ont;alnersblpplnaopr~dons: $1)t(l6c;a!ly. hilh Ull(tr·
t<lli:nty .avold<lln<:t will le;ld to fewtr hu!Ntl f;ait~~m in cont;aillti
shlppinaopc:r.ations wfltn Confud;an ctyrwmi.sm Is his:h ntfltr ch;an

low.
The s.hip is ;, dosed soeitl)'. Crtw mtmbm un be <IMded
funct:lon.a.l ue:.u ~Bel orpnlzed In himtdlk~ com·
~nd from tbt m;asttr downw.vds. Hence. rotm;allutlon ol r.uks
Vld te~m work ~re tuod<limUit<lll to shipping oper;adons. Hofstede
(198S) SUU~Hts ttwlt rNS<ultnJty Is ;a prtfmnce for ;a(hlf'\'Cmtflt.
hm>bm. U5trti\>t:nus. ;and nwctri;al NCC~rSS. ~ from ;a high
JNKUline culture r..'Y(' .. tow o~ttitudle or beh.wior row;ards cooptr•
~di'IJ with othm (Rinp ;and Zollo, 2007). This st!Jdy arpes: th.n
s~.Kh .t~tlributcs ofConfuciOin dyrwmism .as rtsl)e('C for tracJitK!n. ful·
fitlins sod.ll obliptlons, ~nod ptO!e<tins on~s f~ strensthen the
rel-ationship betWftn rnurulinit)' and h.um~n failures in tont.lintt
shippingoptoratioC'Is. Theref'Otf:, ~ s~ th.lt:
fMO dllrerent

Con~n dynamism Stttillf-1\!tn.s tbt rtlatlonsh!p bttWttn
maS<\lllnlt)' .md hanun bll~.r~t:S In oont<llintr shippl'ng: oper;Utons:
spcd1k~ly. h!gt. mu<Ullnlt)' win k:;ad to~ l:nai!Un f<llilut('J u
tlq)trienctd by se-;a.fMtrs in «>nt;aincr .shipping o!)tf.atlons whtn
ContuciOin dyrw.ml.sm is hjz:h ~tlw:r tNn low.

mt.

J. Rtst.t.ttb mttbOcloloaY
J,J. MtStOtrh SCIIf'UIIt'

we otx;alned tbt ~u for this study by iidmlnlsttrins • qucs·
tionn.aire su~ 10 sc.d'IIIT'll wortil'lg on 81 veueb from 13
top z:lc>b.al cont;ainer urricrs. T'tlese oontaiiW'r co~nim "" APM
Maersk, APt/NO~ CMACCM. 1-U-p.a.s Uoyd, MSC, Ya,_. Min;. f~
sreea goup, W.ln U;a:i une, K·lil\lt..NYK. MOl, Hll\}ln. ;and Jtyuncki
Mlri:ne. Thest ws~ls ~re r¥1dotnly sel«'ttd ;at the von or K.aotas.J·
UtiJin T<lltwill\ The Port ol K.lOtlsJun&. •outtd In~ tr.wlt toutts
- E.utm'l. Asian (O;IISUI. F;ar E<llst/Euro~. ;and T~nspadfk stf\llce
lines- h.u bten ranked tht top 12th Lupst COflt<ll~r poet in tilt
wortd sin« 1980 (UNCTAO. 2008). The numbtr ol (f'('W$ nnpd
from 1S to 10 people prr vnsc-1. ThCTe \\'t:rc l:n itilml 18 mw
mcmbeu In ;a cont<ll.incr siU~ tlght~m~ qu.ntioniWiires wtre sc-nc
toe;ac:h vnsc-1(H•I<t$8). whfR the sl\ip~tcrwu rtq\ltsttd to
dbcribute them to d~e entire c:n:w. The first p;~~ ot the question·
n.ire tmph;asius t:h•.u respondotnts ~re kept.monyrnous in ourd.ac..
rcportins .and out.1I)'SieS. and th01t their partid~tion is volunt.lry.
OIIA' the quationDaire w;as complteed. it was oolte<:ccd by tbe shipnwter .and returned by DHL eltprtst. 11'le ~t.t collection bfs.ln

at tbt sunol M;arth lill the tond ol M:ly 2008. Wt rectiwd compl~ed questionn.rlrts ftom 71) ttspondf'MS fr01n 13 (OUf\trieS toot
~rt in t!\is study, but only in thtft counuit!s WY found more rh.2n
100 rtspoBdt:nU, wtlldl induded tM Philippitln (267). hiw.1n
(208). .and China {133). we e'Xduded smaU s.11mples ot responct.tnu
bdongins to cert.1ir1countries from our d.ata .a~lyses beaust they
vm"e fou from being err«rtvtly ~r'lu.tm or the study popu·
l.t~tion. Tht'Se rC'Spon6l'nts eune from such CO\Itltrirs .IS My.mnur
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(29). Kore;a (24).lndi.11 (21). Russio~ (15). Ut raint {12). Jap.an (3), and
otflm (S9).
In sutisdcs, su-.atitied samplillg is" usdul methOd or sampti~
from .11 popul;a:tiOn whelltM rese.atthft' w<ltliS to sttld)' the ('b.lt·
uterisdcs Of cen.tin popul..tllOn s~ps (Cooptr .tJld SCb.IOOJer,
2003). We s«t.ttil\td thor stud)' umpks ~on 1M site olwsstl.
T~ble 1 illustrates che ('<llttl()rit.t~tlon C1l silr ofvesse1 tll<llt ;answered
the Qutst:IOM.llre, The r('S90nst filtt rii"£H horn )8,9.1 tO 44AS.
wlm an .wer;ase respon~ ntt of 4t.7S. Upon txdt.adirc snw.JI
s;amplt'S from a-ruin CO\ln(rits .J.nd tlw 4) vcs.scls tlwt did no1
rtspond. ~ obc_..M'd G08 uublt Quesdonn.t~lre ret:urns from lhe
surwy lcwdm .wwlyws. The mponse r.a1e is 27.1S. Hho)d (2007)
;actliC'Yts .around ;a 70S response ntt: flowe'om', the p.uticip.ants
in this me¥Ch Are diffn-t:nt from those in hi$ study.~ s.amplc
in HJvold"s (2007) srudy w.s st1>1tifl«! .11«0rdins to vessel t)'Pf',
wtlidl in<luded dry nrso. to~nk, o~nd pus~nftt'r WSSt.:IS. \\11«US
this study specitially (Ot'l.t$ts oa ~<~:f<lrers wtlo wort <In conu!tltt
ships. In o~ddition, srrw!! u 1nples with rtwer ttlan 100 f'tSPO!ldtniS
wn't txc:II.Ktt!d for d.atl .1111a!yses in this srudy. This mi&flt e:lti)I.Un
wfly thP respc:lf~Sie r.at" of this study Is IOwft' than that ot H.l\'Oid's
(2001) stuc!y.
w~ ~rf<1rmed a ctli~re te$110 .assess wt.Mber • sampl~ of
608 respondents t ..ten from .a popul~iOn is simil.<llr to tlwt popu....
tion in ltrm.s ol ils btf'o~kctown ;a:rnons six V'HSf'J Site e.ttegorift.
As shown in T.1bk 1, the v.ari.an« is not sis;nilk..tM (x 2 •1.0)9.
df•S. p> O.OS). The mullS shOw lh<llt thor distribution ()(fre<~utn.
des b<llsfd on the slu ot ws.stlln tMse wnples Is ~jnSfflt<lltM
debe population dlstt1butkln(C009« ;and Sc:hindlcr. 2003).
1bt respondents bdd d1ft'trtnt posltloos on the $blps. l'bo$c
worklll& on ttlc d«t Included masters. d«k oll\ct-rJ. .and dc<k
radnp. wbcrt~s tOOsc- workina in the ei'ISin~rins dcp.trtmt'flt
i:nduded dlkf ensinttrs.. enainttrs. .t~~'MI cnPne ntinss. Tbty .are
me:mbers of t~•ms re.sponsible for pcorformins ship operations.
Thus. they .are ,u woridns in1ttd~c.'lcntly in • t~o~m responsi·

ble lot' work s.afd)' oo the om:wl. Ne.tt\)1 441 ()( the mpondents
ll.ld l!H11 worklt!C on the Slllp ror ten yurs. Most of tile I'IHJIOI'tdt'f'lts(S1X) w~ ~ 30 and SO yurs· Old. A m;a_jorlcy olttlt
mpofldents bdlewd in Chrlsdanlty( 47AX). loUOW'W)(I by Buddhbm
( 17.1X). and T..obm (S. tS:). Hoowewr. ne;arty l IX old1ertspondtnts

did tiOI IBdk.ilte tbtlr rellclon.

12. Mtcsuus

we adapt die mrOIISurtment items ror tval~tins t~.~tlonil C'UJ.
tu:rt nuinly from priot me.arcb (src Appendix A). We oonduocled
prtlimin.uy f!xpior.uory titld resu:rd\ viol in--dtpch, descripcf\'e
ase studi., of n.2rional cultu~ projects to pthe' contexlUll
know1rd3e fOt dew:lopins tl1e tneMumnent scakS. We dtvf'Joped
or rff!Md ..u of tbe meuurement tellts KCXM'ding to lhe in~M~t
ftom b;ptrienocd stolf.artn (Oiflprisina uptalns, ctlld' t~
o~nd r.lltitiJS.In add.itiOI\ we valid.llttd thr mul'liq: st..'lltS with field
piloc tests to i1J«r1,in their content voalidity, u - n as construct
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reliability and validity. Appendix A presents the final measurement
items employed for evaluating national culture and human failures.

3.3. Independent variables
We assess power distance using three items adapted from
Hofstede ( 1980, 2001) and Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) (see
Table 2). A high agreement with these items indicates that low
power distance is perceived because society accepts that power
in in·s tltutions and organizations is distributed equally. Seafarers
could feel free to express their opinions and are comfortable with
the shipmaster. The Cronbach-alpha is 0.646. It should be noted
that a Cronbach-alpha value below 0.5 will provide a basis for questioning the measurement irems' internal consistence. For a larger
number of items, a Cronbach-alpha value between 0.5 and 0.6 will
be too low: however, for a smaller number of items in the range
between two and four, the obtained value is acceptable for ensuring
reliability (Menor and Roth, 2007; Nunnally, 1978).
We assess collectivism using four items adapted from Hofstede
(2001) and Nakata and Slvakumar (1996) (see Table 2), A high
agreement with these items Indicates that seafarers' opinions tend
to be consistent with those of others ln their ship or group. Seafarers accord a high priority to the maintenance of harmonious group
cooperating relationships. The item ''I thtnk cooperation with my
colleagues is important" has two factor loadings greater than 0.5
and they are loaded on two factors. We removed this item due to a
lackofinterpretabi\ity of this solution. TheCronbach-alpha is 0.633.
We measure uncertainty avoidance using three items adapted
from Hofstede (1980, 1994, 2001) and Nakata and Sivakumar
(1996) (see Table 2). High scores on these items suggest that
seafarers like to collect more information forplanningand decisionmaking before taking actions. The Cronbach-alpha is 0,801.
We assess masculinity using four items, which are again developed from Hofstede ( 1980, 1994, 2001) and Nakata and Sivakumar
(1996) (see Table 2). High scores on the masculinity items indicate
that self-recognition and career development are important issues
in this national culture dimension. The Cronbach-alpha is 0.590.
3.4. Moderating variable

We measure Confucian dynamism using five items adapted from
Hofstede and Bond (1988). Nakata and Slvakumar ( 1996). and Bond
(1987). High scores on these items suggest that seafarers perceive
that social respect, social status, and persevefance are important
issues. The Cronbacb-alpba is 0.786.
3.5. Dependentvariable

We use the annual number of individual human failures occurring on board to operationalize the dependent variable of human
failures. It should be noted that the measures of human failures
can be calculated at different levels (e.g., individual, unit(ship), and
company). The numbers of human failures per ship and per company could be obtained from a designated person in the shipping
company or the Port State Control Data from the port authority.
However, this study aims to examine the effects of seafarers' perceptions of national culture on individual human failures. Crews
within a ship may come from different countries. We conduct the
analysis at the individual level.
The actual reported data on individual human failures are very
sensitive and confidential to shipping companies or seafarers. Selfreporting of human failures and perceptions of safety can offer
alternative measures for determining workplace safety performance (Dejoy. 1994: Janssens et al., 1995). Workers' perception
of safety is considered to be a useful indicator of safety performance (Borman and Motowidlo, 1993). Accordingly, we asked

respondents to indicate the number of human failures they
experienced on board the year before the survey. We define
human failures as any error occurring on board at the individw
ual level concerning ship operations such as handling, ballasting,
or machine operations; concerning navigation such as collision.
contact, grounding, or stranding; and concerning inappropriate
equipment )JSage in general.
The majority of past safety studies suggest that human error
is the main cause of accidents. Nevertheless, this view has never
been empirically validated with regard to its capacity to offer sound
explanations for human error (Eislande and Fouquet, 2007). Hence,
human failures in this study are not considered as causes of vessel
accidents, but as a result of malfunctions In the driving system,
which may occur in the system's components (seafarer/port/ship)
and their defective interactions (misfit between components). Such
a view seeks to extend "accident causation'' analysis jJeyond causes
of accidents to include the processes Involved in accidents.
3.6. Control variables

We control for possible confounding effectS by including various relevant control variables. We included the respondent's age,
education level. and working experience in the regression models as control variables. Age is a commonly employed control to
account for personal effects that may affect the hypothesized relationships. Education level reflects the degree to which respondents
understand the different national cultures. whereas a long worki 118
experience suggests that the'respondent has abundant experience
to avoid human failures.
3.7. Validity of measurement

Since a.ll the self-report measures of national cultural dimen·
sions and human failures in this study are collected using the same
survey instrument answered by a single respondent. there exists
possibility of common method variance that could bias the findings when both independent and dependent measures are obtained
from the same source. This study examines such a possibility
by conducting Harman's single- factor test (Podsakoff and Organ,
1986). For' the survey, several factors. as opposed ro one single factor, emerge and the first factor does not account for the majority of
the variance. Moreover, nearly 65% of the respondents have been
working on board for five or more years. Most of the respondents
are probably the most qualified people on board to provide information on human failures. Accordingly, a substantial amoun t of
common method variance does not seem to be present in this study
(Podsakoff and Organ, 1986).
3.8. Procedures

Havold (2007) investigated the impact of national culture and
safety o.rientation by using a questionnaire survey based on a study
of seafarers working for Norwegian shipping companies. The shipping companies in his sample used either English or Norwegian as
the working language. He therefore conducted his research in Norwegian and English. Accordingly, we develop the questionnaire for
this study in both Chinese and English. The original version was in
English, which was translated into an equivalent Chinese version,
The questionnaire was then back translated into English. Similar to
Havold's (2007) study, we distributed the questionnaires to a contact person at each participating shipping company, which sent a
package containing 18 questionnaires \n English and Chinese to a
container vessel. The package contained a letter addressed to the
shipmaster on the vessel who would be responsible for handing
out and collecting the questionnaires. We attached a DHl. freight
collected envelope in the package for use by the shipmaster to send
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Table3
Comparison of Hofstede and Bond's scores ~nd this study and correJations at the national level of analysis.

1.Age•
2. Edub
3. Exp<
4, U>w power distanced
HB'sscoreh
5. Uncertainty avoidance
HB's score
6. Masculinity
HB's score
7. Collectivism
HB's score
8. Confucian dynamism
HB's score

Chinese

'l'alwanese

Filipino

1.67
1.81
1.80
3.36

2.86

2.05
2.02
239
3.77
4.70
2.56
2.80
3.53
3.2
4.02
3.40
3.98
4.05

1.82
3.t0
3.35
2.1
2.17
1.55
3.63
2.75
3.88
4.15
4.07
4.35

2.07
3.59
3.92
4.20

2

3

-0.128'..
0.820' ..
-0.038'

- 0.094"
0.033'

-0.039'

-0.005'

0.020'

0.010'

-0.010'

0,036'

- 0.008'

0.300'"

0.045'

0.028'

0.043'

0.013'

0.385'"

-0:119'"

0.315'"

0.049'

0.035'

0.039'

0.263'"

- 0.274"'

0.366"'

4

6

5

7

0.073'

0.484'"

• Measures for age are based on questions using an ordinal scale: 1 represents respondents less than :lo years old. 2 represents 31 - 40 years, 3 represents 41-50 years, 4
represents 51-60 year, whereas 5 represents more than 60 years old.
b Measures for the level of respondents· education are based on questions using an ordinal scale: 1 represents high school, 2 represents university/college, 3 represents
masters' degree or above.
< Me~sures for the period of respondents' working experience are based on questions using an ordlnal scale: 1 represents less than 5 years, 2 represents 6 - 10 years. 3
represents 1 1- 1S ;yeJrs, 4 represents 16-20 years. whereas S represe.n ts more than 20 years.
• Measures for power distance are bJsed·on quesllnns uslhg a reverse scale.
h lfB's srort •I tofstede aud Bood'$ (1988) $C11re (l!'d~/20)•
. Significant at tl SO.IO.
" Significant at p ~ 0.05.
··· Significant at p ~ 0.0 t,

4.3. Hierarcftical regression analysis

We employ the hierarchical moderated regression analysis to
test the hypotheses. We follow the variance partitioning procedures suggested in Cohen and Cohen (1983) and jaccard et al.
(1990). As shown in Table 4, we conducted the analysis in several
steps. First, we entered the control variables such as respondent's
age, education level, and years of working experience into the
regression (Model 01A). Second, we entered the national culture
variables into the regression as a block (Model OlB). Third, we
entered the main effe.c ts of the Confucian dynamism moderator variables as a block (Model OlC). If the interactions between
Confucian dynamism and the other four national culture variables are significant, then there is evidence to support that there
is a significant moderating influence of Confucian dynamism on
the given national culture variables. Prior to the creation of the
interaction terms in Models 01C to 04C. we mean~center the
independent variables to reduce the potential multicollinearity
problem in regression analyses. Multicollinearity is a statistical
phenomenon in which two or more independent variables in a
multiple regression model are highly correlated. In other words,
when two variables are highly correlated, they both convey essentially the same information (Aiken and West. 1991 ). Moreover. to
examine multicollinearity, we calculate the variance inflation factors (VJF) for each of the regression equations. The maximum VIF

within the models is 3.13, which is well below the rule-of-thumb
cut-offvalue of10 (Neter eta!.. 1990).
This study proposes that lower power distance as experienced
by seafarers helps reduce human failures in container shipping
operations in the first hypothesis. As can be seen in Table 5, Model
01 B (,8 = -0.17, p<O.l) and Model 048 (,8 c -0.126, p <0.01) show
that the coefficients for human failures are negative and significant for the Chinese and Total groups, respectiveJy. However, Model
028 and Model 038 show that the coefficients for human failures
are negative but not significant. Thus, hypothesis Hl is partially
supported in these two groups.
Regarding the effects of high collect ivism on human failures
as we posit in H2, the results of Model 018 (,8 =-0.283, p <0.05),
Model 028 (/3• - 0.254, p < 0.1 ), and Model 04B (fJ= - 0.19, p <0.01 )
for the Chinese, Taiwanese, and Total groups, respectively, show
that higher collectivism is associated with fewer human failures.
The coefficients are negative and significant However. the coeffi~
cient for the Filipino group in Model 038 ls not significant. Similar
to HJ, hypothesis H2 is partially supported, too.
This study predicts the national culture dimension of uncertainty avoidance will have a negative influence on human failures.
With the exception of Model 04B (,9= - 0.084, p<O.OS), the coefficients of Model 01 B, Model 02B, and Model 038 for the Chinese,
Taiwanese, and Filipino seafaring groups are negative but not significant. so H3 is not supported. As snown in Models 01 B. 028, 03B,

TabJe4
Comparison of differences io respondents' perceptions of national culture based on nationality.
NatlonaJ cultural dimensions

Nationality
Taiwan (2)

China(1)

Low power distance
Uncertainty avoidance
Masculinity
Collectivism
Confucian dynamism

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

3.36
2..07
3.59
3.92
4.20

0.80
0,75

3.35
2,17
3.63
3.88
4.07

0.80
0.72
0.62
0.60
0.59

3.77
2.56
3.53
4.02
3.98

0.61
0.88
0.57
0.46
0.41

059
0.45

Note: Mean scores based on a 5-point scale(l•strof\glydisagree, 5 • strongly agree); S.D. - standard deviation.
' Significance levelp< 0.05 .
.. Significance levelp<O.Ol.

Scheffe test

25.53"
22.02''
2.01
3.89'
9.16"

(1.3),(2.3)
(1,3).(2,3)

Philippine{3)

Mean
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fig. 4. The effect of collectivism on human failures by the level of Confucian
dynamism for total seafart>rs.
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Ftg. s. The effect of uncertainty avoida nce on human failures by the level of Confu-

dan dynamism for Filipino seafarers.

Confm;ian dynamism is high rather than low. As shown in Model
03C ({3"' - 0.753,p <0.01) for the Filipino seafaring group, the interaction between uncertainty avoidance and Confucian dynamism
is negative and significant. Thus, as plotted in Fig. 5, uncertainty
avoidance is associated with fewer human failures when Confucian dynamism is high rather than low. Thus, hypothesis HS is
supported. However, Table 5 indicates that the coefficients for the
interaction between masculinity and Confucian dynamism for all
the seafaring groups are not significant. so hypothesis H9 is not
s upported.
S. Discussion and conclusion

Shipping is one of the most risky service industries. Although
shipping companies attempt to assure work safety, they are not
completely successful in eliminating human failures. We develop
a theoretical model to explain the occurrence of human failures in
the container shipping context and empirically validate the model.
Theoretically, this study highlights the importance of national culture in explaining the occurrence of human failures on ships. We
answer several important questions with regard to national culture
in container shipping operations. First, what are seafarers' perceptions of national culture in the shipping context, and what are the
perceived differences in the national culture dimensions between
seafarers from China. the Philippines, and Taiwan? Second. our
research illustrates how these dimensions influence the occurrence
of human failures in the operations of vessels. In particular, this
study examines and ascertains the moderating effect cif Confucian
dynamism on the relationships between national culture dimensions and human failures. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study that provides empirical evidence on the importance of
national culture in explaining human failures in work safety. More
specifically, our study fills the gap in t he literature that there is a
void of studies explaining human failures from the perspective of
national culture in container shipping operations.

5.1. Implications

Several implications can be made from the key findings of
this study. First. national culture is of one of the important factors influencing human failures in ship operations affecting work
safety that must be taken into consideration by shipping managers. Each dimension of national culture seems to be related to
a different d~gree of human failures in ship operations. By understanding the differences in national culture, shipping managers
and officers can develop effective action plans to reduce human
failures in vessel management. This study finds that FiJipino seafarers display the highest mean score oo collectivism. This finding
is consistent with those 'of Hofstede (1994) and Theotol<as and
Progoulake (2007). This implies that Filipinos are more grouporiented. which facilitates the development a more co-operative
environment when working with seafarers from different cultures.
Chinese and Taiwanese seafarers have the highest mean scores
on Confucian dynamism. followed by collectivism, masculinity,
power distance, and uncertainty avoidance. This finding is hardly
surprising because the Chinese-based culture, prevalent in such
countries/places as China. Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan, is
regarded as characterized by the Confucian culture (Chow et al.,
1999a.b ). The research findings of this study provide support for the
beliefs that a high power distance society places a greater emphasis
on hierarchy, and that there is an intense and pervasive emphasis
on organizational hierarchy and face-saving in the Chinese-based
culture.
The findings of this study also indicate that power distance and
collectivism are negatively associated with human failures. These
results suggest that low power distance might be good for work
safety. The environment of shipping operations is dynamic. Thus,
seafarers should report any factors innuencing ship operations to
the master to prevent accidents. Seafarers from a low power distance culture are inclined to participate in safety decisfon-making
and report potential risl<, so the risk could be avoided. H~vold
(2007) finds that high power distance might be desirable for safety.
He conducts a correlation analysis between Hofstede's (1980) original index, indexes derived from Hofstede's (1994) VSM model,
and four "safety" factors including negative safety conditions at
work and fatalism, positive safety conditions at work, attitude
to safety improvements. and knowledge/competence. Havold's
(2007) study only confirms a significant statistical relationship
between power distance and knowledge/competence; however,
the effects of power distance on negative safety conditions at
work and fatalism. safety conditions at work, and attitude to safety
improvements are not found in his study. In addition, the "safety''
factors used in H~vold's (2007) study seems belonging to a safety
behavior/attitude related dimensjon. This study uses the number
of individual human failures as a dependent variable. This might
explain the differences between Havold (2.007) and this study.
More importantly, this study indicates that Confucian
dynamism interacts with power distance. collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, and mascuJinity in their effects on human
failures. An important finding of this study concerning Taiwanese
seafarers is that low numbers of human failures occur when the
power distance and Confucian dynamism are congruent with each
other (see Fig. 2). Human failures also decrease for Taiwanese
seafarers when Confucian dynamism is low and collectivism is
high (see Fig. 3). This implies that in container shipping operations where seafarers possess lower power distance or Confucian
dynamism, fewer human failures can be expected. Considering all
the seafarers. the result also indicates that fewer human failures
are associated with low Confucian dynamism and high collectivism (see Fig. 4). Another interesting result is that there are fewer
human failures in container shipping where Filipino seafarers
show high uncertainty avoidance, together with low Confucian
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